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ABSTRACT

WATSON, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, JR. Estimation on Restricted Parameter

Spaces. (Under the direction of HUBERTUS ROBERT VAN DER VAART and

BENEE FRANK SWINDEL.)

The problem of finding point estimates of parameters when the

feasible parameter space is a proper and convex subset of Euclidean

m~space was studied. The algorithms of maximum likelihood estimation

for the parameters of linear models, restricted in such a manner, were

reviewed for the case in which the elements of the error vector have

a normal distribution. These estimators were shown to be biased, to

possess a type .of consistency, and, in the univariate case, to have a

mean square error no larger than the unrestricted maximum likelihood

estimator. Also, these estimators were shown to map all unrestricted

estimates which are not in the feasible parameter space to the boundary

of the feasible parameter space. It would be difficult to believe

that the parameter is on the boundary so often.

The Bayesian estimators, the median and mean of the posterior

distribution, were shown to have different unpleasant properties when

the parameter space is a proper, convex subset in Euclidean m-space.

The median of the posterior distribution WiS found to take on

points on the boundary of the feasible parameter space only if a

supporting hyperplane of the posterior contained at least half of the

probability mass of the posterior distribution. Similarly, the mean

of the posterior distribution would never take on Some of the points

in the feasible parameter space as estimates unless the posterior



distribution tended to a dengenerate distribution at these points for

some point in the sample space.

However, the mean of the univariate and a bivariate truncated

normal posterior distribution, were, shown to take on every point in

the support of the posterior for some value of the random variable.

Assuming the .prior density to be proportional to either a uniform,

exponential, or truncated normal density over the feasible space, zero

elsewhere, lead to a truncated normal posterior when the random

variable was distributed normally.

A detailed examination was made of the estimators for the mean

parameter of a univariate normal distribution for the situation in

which the parameter. waS known to be contained in a half-line.

Neither the mean of appropriate truncated normal posteriors using

any of the priors mentioned above nor the restricted maximum likeli

hood estimators had uniformly smaller mean square error over the

feaSible parameter space. The regret function waS then introduced

and was defined to be the difference in the mean square error of an

estimator at a point in parameter space and the smallest mean square

error of the candidate estimators of that point. The strategy chosen

was to find an estimator which would minimize, among the candidate

estimators, the maximum regret over the sample space. Joined

estimation procedures were proposed 0 in which the mean of a posterior

(exponential prior) was used over a portion of the sample space and

maximum likelihood procedures were used over the remainder of the

sample space. An optimal joined estimator was found to give an 18%

reduction in maximum regret over the best of the classical estimators.



To extend the technique, optimal Bayesian estimatora of this type were

found for several subsets of the sample space. The resulting

estimator gave a 48% reduction in the maximum regret over what was

found for the best of the classical estimators. Similar results were

found for a bivariate example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem

The statistician is often confronted with the problem of

estimating the parameters for the linear model

(1.1.1)

In this problem, X is an n element vector of responses, X is an

n X m design matrix, ~ is an m element vector containing the un

known parameters, and £ is an n element vector of the random

components. There are many situations where the true value of the

parameter vector ~ is known to lie in a proper subset of Rm

(Euclidean m-space). Often such information can be written as linear

inequality constraints in terms of the parameter vector ~. An

example of such restrictions is

(1.1.2)

where C is a matrix of order kX m ,and d is a vector of k

elements. Not all restrictions are of this simple form: Hudson

(1969) cites a case of polynomial regression where the derivative of

the polynomial must be positive over an interval.

Modelers of growth in biological population can often rule out

subsets of the parameter space, RID, because values of the parameters

in these sets would violate known biological laws. An example of such

a violation would be a model for the amount of wood fiber accumulated

in the bole of a tree at various ages with parameters which give de

creasing predictions of fiber accumulation over age.
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It would be desirable if statisticians could prescribe a uniform

set of rules for the modeler who has prior information that the true

value of the parameters are certain to be found in a proper subset of

R
m

• Unfortunately, such a set of rules has not been forthcoming.

Searle (1971) has listed the alternatives that have been proposed to

resolve the problem of negative variance components. Many of these

alternatives are applicable to the problem of estimation when the true

values of the parameters of a linear model are known to be in a subset

of R
m

•

Some statisticians view estimates which violate known constraints

as being indicative of a failure of the model to represent the true

situation, and investigate alternative formulations of the model.

Others choose to ignore occasional violations of the constraints if

the unrestricted estimates possess good properties otherwise. Another

group prefers to incorporate the restrictions into the estimating

process. They realize that infeasible estimates are otherwise

possible even when the model is correct due to the randomness of

sampling and the construction of the estimators.

Even those who agree to incorporate the restrictions on the

parameter space in the estimation procedure do not agree on which

estimation procedure best takes advantage of this additional inform

ation. Many statisticians feel that maximizing the likelihood

function over the set of feasible parameters is the most desirable

alternative. The Bayesians, however, suggest that prior probabilities

should be assigned to the elements of the feasible parameter space,

and classical Bayesian techniques be invoked. Actually, we will see

that each of these alternatives has discouraging properties.
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1.2 Terminology

Several expressions have been used to describe the subset of R
m

in which the true value of the parameter is known to lie. This sub-

set will usually be called the restricted or feasible Earameter !£ace,

occasionally simply the parameter space.

The unrestricted least squares estimator is also the unrestricted

maximum likelihood estimator when the likelihood is proportional to a

normal distribution. In convex programming literature, the term basic

solution refers to the value x
-0

of x which gives the global

minimum for a convex objective function F(~) • This paper will deal

with the normal likelihood function and for our purposes the termS

unrestricted least squares estimate, unrestricted maximum likelihood

estimate, and basic solution or basic estimate will be considered

synonomous. Similarly, restricted least squares estimate, restricted

maxi.mum likelihood estimate, and minimum feasible solution are inter-

changed.

The term Bayesian estimate is often used for the mean of the

posterior distribution in discussions of Bayesian techniques. Should

any other meaning be intended, it will be made clear by the text.

1.3 Review of Literature

Many statisticians have taken an interest in the problem of

finding estimators for the parameters of the linear model (1.1.1)

where the parameters can be restricted as in (1.1.2). Most of the

earlier work has simply attempted to find the least squares

estimator which satisfies the restrictions (cf. ~.g., Judge and

Takayama (1966), Mantel (1969), Lovell and Prescott (1970), Zellner
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(l961) , and Malinvaud (1966), page 317. Finding the restricted least

squares solution is an application of q~adratic programming which is

covered in most convex or nonlinear programming texts (~.£., Boot

(1964), Hadley (1964), and ~lnzi, Kre11e, and Oett1i (1966».

A particular class of restricted least squares estimators, viz.,

those in isotonic regression, received much attention. (A brief

discussion of the problems for which isotonic regression is appropriate,

is contained in Section 2.3.) Early work in this area was performed

by Ayer ~ a1. (1955) and Brunk (1958) and a recent text by Barlow and

others (1972) was devoted entirely to the subject. The book contains

a nearly complete bibliography.

Bayesian procedures for the unrestricted regression problem have

been discussed for example by Raiffa and Sch1aifer (1961) and by

Zellner (1971). However, Bayesian estimators for ~ in a restricted

parameter space have not received much attention. Bartholomew (1965)

mentioned the topic and Barlow ~~. (1972, p. 95) discussed the

mode of the posterior as a possible estimate under the conditions con

sidered here.

1.4 Scope, Objectives, and Organization of This Paper

This paper will concentrate on point estimators for the para

meters of the linear model which satisfy constraints (1.1.2).

Attention will be restricted to situations in which the vector ~ in

(1.1.1) has an n-variate normal distribution. Thi.s paper will con

sider the case of full rank design matrices only.

This paper will have two objectives. The first will be detaili.ng

the properties of maximum 1ikeli.hood estimat.ion on restricted parameter
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spaces for the normal likelihood function. The second will be to

determine if Bayesian techniques or Some other estimation procedure

will give properties superior to the maximum likelihood estimates.

The maximum likelihood estimation procedure for restricted para

meter spaces and normal likelihood functions will be considered in

Chapter 2. A simple quadratic programming algorithm will be reviewed

there to give readers unfamilar with quadratic programming an under

standing of the mappings onto feasible parameter space carried out by

maximum likelihood estimation under restrictions.

Chapter 3 will deal with Bayesian estimation on restricted para

meter spaces and illuminate Some seemingly unknown differences in

Bayesian estimation on restricted parameter spaces as compared to

estimation on parameter spaces which include all the elements of Rm •

Chapter 4 will be devoted to incorporating these findings into a

situation where the likelihood function is the normal distribution

function. The Bayesian estimators for a flexible class of prior

distributions will be presented. Properties of the means of the

resulting posterior distributions will also be discussed.

Finally, in Chapter 5 the possibility of combining Some of the

previously presented estimators will be explored. The aim will be to

profit from the improvements in the mean square error made by some

estimators over certain sets of the feasible parameter space while

minimizing inflation of the mean square error.
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2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION ON

RESTRICTED PARAMETER SPACES

2.1 General Discussiog

When the vector ~ in (1.1.1) has a normal distribution with

. 2mean zero and covariance matr1x a I , the parameter ~ has a

likelihood function

(2.1.1)

To maximize this function with respect to ~, it is necessary to

minimize the residual Sum of squares:

V(~) = (X - ~)/(Z - ~) • (2.1.2)

When X is of full column rank, the value of ~ which minimizes

(2.1.2) over Rm is the least squares estimator

By the Gauss-Markov theorem this is the best linear unbiased estimator.

One approach to finding an estimator for ~ whi.ch satisfies

constraints such as (1.1.2) is to maximize (2.1.1) for ~ on the

appropriate subset of R
m

• The execution of the maximization of a

likelihood function on a proper subset of R
m

is nct easy, but it is

not altogether new to the statistician. For example, any problem

which includes constructing a likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis
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conceptually involves finding the point at which (2.1.1) is maximized

b f Rm.on a proper su set 0 Most introductory statistical texts give

a method for finding the estimators of ~ when elements of ~ are

known ~ Eriori. This also is an example of estimation on a convex

subset of Rm •

Now consider a normal likelihood function of a mean vector, ~,

with more than one element. If one wishes to maximize this likelihood

with respect to ~ over a proper subset, S, of Euclidean space and

the global maximum of the likelihood is not contained in S

classical analysis procedures are not adequate to find the solutions.

One can utilize, however, Some of the techniques of nonlinear (in fact,

quadratic) programming to obtain such maximum likelihood estimators.

2.2 quadratic Prograrrnnirtg

The algorithms of quadratic programming provide'methods for

minimizing a convex quadratic function

subject to the restrictions that

c!! ~ b •

(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

For Q(~) to be strictly ~onvex, it is necessary for D to be

positive definite (see Kunzi, Krelle, and Oettli (1966), page 39).

For the function ~(~) in (2.1.2) to be strictly convex, the matrix

X'X must be positive definite. This is assured by X having full

column rank.
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Boot (1964) notes that if the restrictions in (2.2.2) were

equalities the desired solution could be found by the standard

appl ication cf Lagrangian multipliers. But, the restri.ctions are in-

equalities and there exist situations where the basic solution to

(2.2.1) satisfies the restrictions. In situations where this is not

the case, Some or all of the restrictions must be invoked to obtain

the required solution. The restricted solution will then lie on the

boundry of the feasible parameter space, that is, it will satisfy some

of the inequalities in (2.2.2) as equalities; see Theorem 1 in Section

8.1. These equalities will here be called "binding" constraints.

Illustrations would perhaps clarify the situation. Consider a

two parameter linear model of full rank, where the parameters to be

estimated are restricted to the first quadrant, that is, §. ~ O. The

contours of the objective function (2.1.2) are then ellipses. Figures

2.1, 2.2~ and 2.3 give examples of the optimum feasible solutions

that can be obtained when the basic solution is infeasible. The

ellipse shown in each figure is the contour corresponding to the

minimum of the criterion function on the feaeible sample space.

In Figure 2.1 the basic solution violates the constraint ~2 ~ 0

and the optimal feasible solution lies on the line 13 2 = O. Thus~

13 2 = 0 is the binding constraint. In Figure 2.2, the basic solution

vi.olates both the constraints, but the optimal feasible solution is

on the line ~l = 0 and 13 = 01
is the binding constraint. Figure

2.3 illustrates a situation where only one constraint is violated by

the basic eEtimate, but the optimal feasible sclution lies en 13
1

'" 0

and on Q = 0 .1-'2 ' a = 01 and are the binding constraint2.
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.. .

An example of a solution to a quadratic programming pro
blem in which the basic estimate violates the con
straint .S2 ~ 0 , and the same constraint is binding

-----I--~~------------~l

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2 An example of a solution to a quadratic programming
problem in which the basic estimate violates both con
straints, and the constraint Sl ~ 0 is binding



Figure 2.3

13..2

-~~---------------131

An example of a solution to a quadratic programming
problem in which the constraint 13

2
~ 0is violated

by the basic estimate, and both constraints are binding

10
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From these examples it is apparent that a significant problem in

quadratic programming is that cf deciding which constraint.s are bind~

ing. An algorithm due to Theil and 'ian de Panne (1960) will be out-

lined for finding the binding constraints and the optimum feasible

solution.

If the restrictions which are binding are known, then optimum

feasible estimates would be found by the straight forward use of

lagrangian multipliers. For example, if only a subset, S) of the

original restrictions stated as equalities are binding, then the

minimum of (2.2.1) under the restrictions (2.2.2) could be found by

minimizing

(2.2.3)

where C r:l :: d
s~ -8

describes the binding constraints in the set S •

Taking the derivative of (2.2.3) with respect to ~ and

setting it equal to zero, one finds

solution under S , ~.,

A

r:l 0 the optimum feasible
~s .

(2.2.4)

Premultip1y (2.2.4) by and substitute d
~s

for C~s • Then

The matrix Cs always has full row rank, (see Beat (1964), page 99).

Thus,
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Substituting this expression for ~ in (2.2.4) gives

(2.2.5)

To discover the binding constraints, S, which give in turn the

minimum feasible solution by (2.2.5), Theil and van de Panne (1960)

recommended the following procedure. In this discussion Sk refers

to a collection of k constraints which are being imposed as

equality constraints.

1) Find the basic solution, i.~., the unrestricted

solution, ~ = (X'X)-lXy • If a satisfies
~o

the constraints, it is the minimum feasible

solution.

2) If ~o violates any of the constraints, the

sets 8
1

will be formed by taking one at a

a time each of the constraints which are

violated by l .o
The restricted estimate,

then found by (2.2.5) for each set,

If any a satisfies all the con-
~s·

1
straints it is the desired solution, and the

corresponding set Sl is the set of binding

constraints.

3) If the optimal solution was not found in Step

2, sets of constraints 8 2 are found by

adding one at a time to each Sl ' each of

the constraints violated by the corresponding
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is thenThe restricted estimate
~2

for each unique set of constraints 8
2

~.
1

found

If an estimate

constraints~ it

a violates none of the
~s'

2
is the optimal solution if and

only if the estimates found by eliminating

either-of the constraints in 8'
2

violate the

omitted constraint.

4) If the optimal solution is not found in 8tep

3, sets of constraints, 8
3

, are constructed

,by adding one at a time to each of the sets

8
2

, the constraints found to be violated by

condition given in

the corresponding ~ •
52

fail to satisfy the final

8ets, 8 I , which
2

8tep 3 are not considered in this step. The

restricted estimates, ~s ,are then found
3

for each unique sets of constraints 8
3

• If

an estimate,

and the three

a/ , violates no constraints
s3 .

estimates found by eliminating

one of the constraints in 8 '3
violates the

constraint omitted, then ~s' is the optimal
3

solution. If a feasible estimate fails to

satisfy the last condition, the corresponding

set, 83 , is not considered in subsequent

steps.

5) The process is continued as in Step 4 by con-

sidering successively larger sets of constraints



Sk A given feasible estimate

if each of k estimates found

~s I is optimal
k

by eliminating

14

one of the constraints in S'
k

violates the con-

straint omitted. The algorithm is continued

until such an optimal feasible solution is

found.

Kunzi, Krelle, and Oettli (1966) give proofs that the preceding

algorithm will lead to the solution of the quadratic programming

problem. Their proofs are based on the saddle point theorem given by

Kuhn and Tucker (1951).

The optimal solution ~s will be unique, although it is possible

to reach the same solution with different sets of "binding" constraints.

This can occur if the point of tangency of the criterion function

(2.1.2) and one of the restrictions forming the buundary of the

feasible parameter space is also the point of intersection of other

restrictions. Such is the case in Figure 2.4.

There are many algorithms for finding the solutions to the

quadratic programming problem. One of the more recent contributions

is Mantel's (1969) paper in which he gives a procedure which can

simplify calculations in Some instances. However~ the Theil-van de

Panne algorithm has a geometrical interpretation which is somewhat

easier to grasp.

2.3 Isotonic Regression

In many cases the expectation of an observation can be expressed

as E(y ij) = ~ j • This is equivalent to having a design matrix with
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-~~------------a1

Figure 2.4 An example of a feasible solution to a quadratic pro
gramming problem found for the binding constraint .S2 a 0

where a
1

• 0 is also satisfied by the feasible solution



o or 1 for each element, and only one 1 per row. Then the
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which would maximize (2.1.1) subject to a given set of order

restrictions on the parameters would be called the isotonic regression

with respect to the partic'.llar restrictions. Maximizing (2.1.1) for

this particular problem has sufficient applications and has generated

enough interest to warrant a book devoted entirely to the subject

(see Barlow ~ ale (1972».

As an estimating procedure isotonic regression could prove

extremely useful for the growth model problem in which observations

have been made over several time intervals. For many biological

phenomena the growth model should be restricted to being monotonically

increasing. In the absence of further knowledge of the functional

form of the growth process, the maximum likelihood estimates under

the assumption of normality would be the isotonic regression with re-

spect to restrictions that

a simple ordering of the S's.

•• ·:s:13 ,m
(2.3.1)

The restriction given in (2.3.1) can be expressed in the form

(1.1.2) by letting d equal the null vector and by defining C as

follows:
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-1 1

o -1

o

1

o 0

o 0
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c = o o -1 o 0 (2.3.2)

o o o -1 1
(m~l) X m

A solution satisfying the simple ordering restriction indicated

in (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) consists of first finding the basic estimates

by either unrestricted least squares or unrestricted weighted least

squares. Then an algorithm called pooling adjacent violaters is

applied. This pr9cedure involves taking the weighted average of

adjacent estimates (~.&., s. > S. 1 ) which violate the restrictions.
~ ~+

This pooled estimate is then assigned as the isotonic estimates for

each parameter. Any pooled estimates will be considered as a block

if further pooling is required to obtain the desired order. The

weight of the block will be the Sum of the weights for the basic

estimates. Pooling is continued until the isotonic estimates

satisfy the ordering imposed on the parameters. A method of steepest

descent gives a strategy for choosing violators which would be the

most efficient in many cases (see Kruskal (1964».
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2.4 Properties of t~ Rest.ricted MaximumI.Jkel ihocd E~timates

A property of an estimator which 13 usually considered desirable

is consistency. For if one has a consistent estimator, the true

value of the parameter can be bcught. That is with a sufficiently

large sample size the estimate has a nearly degenerate distribution

at the true value of the parameter.

The basic estimates are consistent in a certain, reasonable

sense when .§. in (1.1.1) is distributed normally with mean zero and

2
variance a I In particular, if the experiment represented by

(1.1.1) is repeated k times) yielding k independent vectors

then the design matrix for the enti.re experiment is

x

x

where there are k submatrices all identical to X. Then

and

Now the basic estimates are
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k
= (X'X) -lX' (~ ~.)/k•.

j=l J

would have an n-variate normal distri.bution with mean

. h b f h' th i' f1S teo servation or t e J-- repet t10n 0where the vector ~.
J

the experiment (1.1.1).

distribution with mean

Recall that ~j has an n-variate normal
2 k

~ , covariance matrix a I. Then ~ ~

]=1 j
~ and

variance ka 2
I. Thus, ~k would be distributed as an m variate

normal with mean ~ and variance a
2

(x'x)-1/k Thus, as k

becomes large, the covariance matrix becomes a zero matrix, and the

distribution of ~k is degenerate at ~.

To show that the restricted estimates satisfying (1.1.2) are

consistent in the Same sense, observe that

lim Pr(C'~k < ~) ~ 0 •
k~co

This is a consequence of the convergence of the distribution of the
,.

basic estimator to a degenerate distribution a~ the true value of ~

which is known to satisfy (1.1.2). This implies that as the sample

size increases, the basic estimates will violate the restrictions on

the model with a probability of zero. If the basic estimates fail to

violate the restrictions, then the basic estimates are the restricted

maximum likelihood estimates. (Barlow ~ al. (1972) gives an

equivalent proof for the case in which the restricted estimates are an

isotonic regression with respect to a quasi-ordering.)

The restricted maximum likelihood estimators are, in general,

biased. Mantel (1969) gives the following example which illustrates
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the reaSon. Consider the one parameter model in which the one para-

meter cannot be negative. The restricted maximum likelihood estimate

~ , is zero when the basic estimate, S , is less than zero, and is

equal to the basic estimate when the basic estimate satisfies the

""restriction. The expected value of S is

where p(S) is the probability density of the basic estimate. The

basic estimate is unbiased and its expectation is

Note that i3 is less than zero on the interval [- 0:::> , OJ so

J[_ CO ,0) Sp<a)cIS < J[_ CO ,0)0 p(a)~

if p(S) > ° anywhere on [-0:::>,0) ; so

If the basic estimates lie outside the feasible parameter space

with probability near zero, the restricted maximum likelihood

estimators can have little bias. This property might encourage the

modeler to be conservative in formulating the restrictions, and he

might include elements in the "feasible" parameter space which are not

feasible. This type of "bordering" of the feasible parameter space

would be paid for by negating Some of the gains made in reducing mean

square error by restricting the parameter space.
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Barlow ~ ale (1972), page 64, gives a theorem for the isotonic
....

regression estimates, ~,of ordered parameters which shows that these

estimates have a smaller mean square error than the unrestricted least

squares estimates. The theorem states that

m
~

i=l

.... 2
(13. - 13.) w. S;

~ 1. ~
(2.4.1)

where ~ is the true value of the parameter, ~ the least squares

estimate of ~, and w is a vector of weights. Taking the

expectation of (2.4.1) with ~he w.
1.

equal shows that the mean square

error of the isotonic regression estimator is less than the mean

square error 'for the unrestricted estimator. (This is a straight-

forward application of the comparison theorem.) This result of the

inequality in (2.4.1) is that for ordered ~, isotonic estimates

reduce the mean square error although for ~ not 'near' a boundary,

the reduction would be expected to be small.

In this example, it is possible to show that th~ mean square

error can be decreased because the isotonic regression estimates are

the nearest points in the restricted parameter space to the basic

estimates. The general restricted maximum likelihood estimate or

restricted least squares estimate is not usually the nearest point in

the restricted parameter space to the basic estimate; so the same

proof would not hold.

Mantel (1969) states, without proof, that the mean square error

for any unrestricted least squares estimator is larger than for the

restricted estimator. Judge and Takayama (1966) concluded that for a

broad class of problems, Mantel's contention is true. Their
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conclusions were ~ased on Zellner's (1961) work in which a mapping

similar to the one given in the proof for the isotonic regression

example above was considered.

A final property to consider is that the restricted estimates

will always be boundary points of the restricted parameter space

whenever the basic solution is infeasible. This property is shown

in Section 2.2 above and more formally by Theorem 1 in Section 8.1.

Thus, restricted maximum likelihood estimates will pile up on boundary

points - points which barely satisfy the restrictions. The property

is unappealing because the same restricted estimate could be obtained

for the case where the basic estimate satisfies the restrictions

exactly and when the basic estimates grossly violate the restrictions.

To summarize, Some properties of the restricted maximum likelihood

estimator are: it is consistent in a reasonable sense, but it is

biased; it can have small mean square error, but the sampling

distribution is somewhat unattractive.
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3. BAYES IAN ESTIMATION ON RESTRICTED PARAMETER SPACES

3.1 Properties and Problems

The problem described in the introduction lends itself well to

the Bayesian philosophy of estimation. One wishes to find estimators

for certain parameters where the true values cannot possibly belong to

a certain subset of Euclidean space. The Bayesian approach would de

fine a "prior" desnity which assigns probability zero to this

impossible subset.

The next step in the Bayesian approach would be to specify the

prior density on the feasible parameter space. In the situation where

little additional prior information is available with regard to the

true value of the true value of the parameters being estimated, a

uniform prior is often chosen. The uniform prior has the interpretation

that no greater degree of ~ priori belief is placed in anyone point in

the feasible parameter space than in any other. The final step in the

Bayesian approach would be to cpmpute the "posterior" distribution,

that is the conditional distribution of the parameter given the

obs~rvations, and to estimate the parameter by Some meaSure of the

central tendency of this posterior distribution: its mean (most

frequently), its median, or its mode.

The Bayesian approach does seem to be appropriate for finding

estimates in the situations described here, but few publications have

addressed this problem. Bartholomew (1965) discussed the special

problems of constructing interval estimates when the parameter space

is restricted. Barlow ~ &. (1972) discussed the use of the mode of
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the posterior as an estimator when the parameter space is restricted.

These are the only references that were found which dealt with

Bayesian estimation on restricted parameter spaces.

The mode of the posterior density is the same as the traditional

maximum likelihood estimator when a uniform prior distribution is used.

This is true whether the feasible parameter space is a proper subset

of Euclidean space or not. In case the feasible part of parameter

space is a proper subset of the Euclidean space, this estimator will be

bunched up at the boundary of the feasible space. This is an un

pleasant property of this estimator mentioned earlier.

The Bayesian estimator most often used is the mean of the

posterior distribution. Now the mean of any distribution will be con

tained in the convex hull of the support of that distribution. Since

the support of the posterior distribution is a proper or improper sub

set of the support of the prior distribution, this is a somewhat

attractive property. However, this Bayesian estimator also has an

unpleasant property: it can assume values on the finite part of the

boundary of the convex hull of the support of the posterior distri

bution if and only if the posterior distribution is degenerate at (a

flat subset of) this finite part (i.e., the part with finite

coordinates); see Theorem 8.3. In fact the mean of the posterior

distribution will always be bounded away from that boundary unless the

posterior distribution is degenerate at it.

This property is particularly easy to observe when a beta prior

with parameters a and S is assumed for the parameter e of a

binomial distribution with density



p(xle)
n· x n-x= (x)e (1 - e) ; x = 1, 2, ••• , n Os;e~l

1/.-
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The posterior distribution for e is a beta distri.bution with para-

meters (~+ x) and (a + n-x) • The mean of the posterior is

'"e = (~ + x)/(~ + ~ + n) •

The parameters ~ and S are greater than zero, so for a given

value of n e could never take on the value of 0 or 1. In

'"fact, it is easy to see that e cannot take any values between 0

and ~/(~ + ~ + n) , nor between (~+ n)/(~ + S + n) and 1, (the

reader will see this by finding the value of e for x = 0 and for

x = n ).

The mean of the posterior distributions for the continuous

conjugate distributions given by~Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961) show the

same property. As an example, consider the rectangular distribution

with dens ity

f(xte) = lie, 0 s; x s; e, e > 0 ,

where the real life problem indicates that the feasible part of

parameter space is given by e e [y,.oo), 0 < y. The joint

density for a sample ... , x )
n

of size n is

-ne ,

o otherwise

l/Bennee F. SWindel suggested this example in personal communications
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where X(n) is the largest order statistic. The conjugate prior

density is

p(e) ot:

n' > I, Y ~ e ~co

otherwise

Then the mean of the posterior, since n + n f > 2 , is

n"~l
n' '-I n"-l,.. Me ::: n"-2 n' !-2

:::
n" -2 M ,

M

n" ::: n + n' • Since Y > 0, M also iswhere M::: Max(X(n)'Y)

strictly positive, and "e has a minimum dis tance 0 f Y/ (n' , -2) from

Y , the finite boundary of the feasible parameter space.

Thus, the Bayesian estimator (in the sense of the mean of the

posterior distribution) seemS to be as unappealing as the maximum

likelihood estimator, (i.~., the mode of the posterior distribution for

a uniform prior), since legitimate values of the parameters, i.~.,

values carrying positive probability density in both the prior and the

posterior distributions, will be ignored by the estimation process.

3.2 Alternative Bayesian Procedures

The mean of the posterior distribution is the appropriate

estimator for a parameter e when the loss function is the squared

error

(3.2.1)
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Tiao and Box (1973) have suggested that other loss functions not be

overlooked. For example the loss function

27

for

Ie - eI > c

I'e-el<·

e small and positive,

gives rise to the mode of the posterior distribution as an estimator

of the parameter. The expected value of the loss function

is minimized by the median of the posterior distribution.

These two additional loss functions and the corresponding

estimators seem inadequate for the particular problem under con-

sideration. For example, when a uniform prior is used, it waS

observed before that the mode of the posterior is also the maximum

likelihood estimate,see also Barlow ~ ale (1972), page 95.

The median is similar to the mean of the posterior in that it,

too, excludes feasible values of the estimator. A point in a one-

dimensional parameter space can be the median of a continuous

posterior distribution if and only if the cumulati.ve posterior

distribution is equal t at the point. Thus, for absolutely

continuous posterior distributions, finite boundary points on the

convex hull of the support would again be excluded as estimates. In

fact, any posterior distribution which does not assign a probability

of 1
2

or more to a flat boundary point will fail to give boundary

points as medians of the po~terior.
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In the search for an estimator of a restricted parameter with

appealing sampl i.ng properties, est i.mato r.:; wh ich acc./jmulate at boundary

points and estimators which never include certain neighborhoods of

boundary points have so far been encountered. It would seem that it

should be possible to find an estimation process that would avoid both

extremes. For example, one might think that the problem can be

solved by choosing a prior such that the mean of the resulting

posterior can aSSume any value in the feasible parameter space. This

can be done by assi.gning positive prior probability to points outside

the feasible parameter space. This would be analogous to "averaging"'

the feasible parameter space and the unrestricted parameter space.

A specific example of how this could be carried out can be

constructed using the rectangular process with a hyperbolic prior

cited earlier in the section. Recall that in this example the feasible

parame ter space is [y, co), 0 < y , and the mean of the pos terior

is (n"-I)M/(n".2), where M is the larger of Y and the

largest order statisti.c of the sample. Thus, the mean of the

posteri.or will never fall in the interval [y,(n"-1)y/(n"-2)] ,

which is a non-empty subset of the feasi.ble parameter space. If,

however, the chosen prior assigns positive val~e over the interval

[(n"-2)y/(n"-l),COj according to the hyperbolic di.stri.bution, then

the minimum value of the mean of the posterior is y. Thus, the mean

of the posterior can be forced to cover the entire feasible parameter

space by assigning positive prior probability to elements not con

tained in the feasible parameter space.
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This example illustrates that the prIor can be manipulated to

achieve esti.mates that exhaust the feasible parameter space. It

should be noted, however, that for the combination of prior and

likelihood chosen, the re~u1ting estimator now has the same short

coming as the maximum likelihood estimatcr~ i ...£.., for all samples in

which the maximum order statistic is less than (n",,2)y/(n"~l),

the estimate of e is y •

The evidence presented thus far indicates that for the problem

presented in the introduct.ion, Bayesian procedures can rectify the

undesirable accumulation of estimates on the boundary of the feasible

parameter space. The cost of this rectification seemS to be that the

mean or median of the posterior will not approach the finite

boundaries of the feasible parameter space unless the mass of the

posterior accumulates at these boundaries. The mode of the posterior

distribution represents a distinct alternative to maximum likelihood

estimators only if the prior chosen is not uniform.

Other general properties of Bayesian estimation on a restricted

parameter space will not be explored here. In the remainder of this

paper, attention will be restricted to Some specific estimation

problems regarding the m-variate normal distribution where inequality

constraints can be placed on the elements of the mean vector. In these

specific situations, specific Bayesian estimators will be explored.
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4. BAYES JAN ESTIMATORS DER[\,ED F'RGM TRUNCATED NORMAL

POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS

~l M~~!'l of a Truncated ~k,rmal DistriQ~ti.on

Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961) listed as a desirable trait of a

prior density that it should lead to analytically tractable posterior

distributions. In Section 4.3, several reasonable priors will be

listed which yield a truncated normal post.erior distribution for the

situation in which the observations are a sample from a normal

distribution. All of these reasonable priors assign positive

probability only to the feasible parameter space, such as the space

defined by (1.1.2). ·The truncated normal distribution does have a

mean and mode which can be expressed with Some degree of cunvenience.

Of course. the mode is that point which gives the maximum of the

normal density function on the restri.cted parameter space. Properties

of the mode (i..~., the restricted maximum likelihood estimator) and

algorithms for finding it were discussed at length in the second

chapter of this paper.

The mean of the posterior distribution is the value of the

parameter mini.mizi.ng the loss function (3.2.1). To explore tract-

ability of means of truncated normal distributi,~ms> we will first

consider the univariate truncated normal distri.buti.on

2 2
g(x) cc e-(x1J.) /2a for x ~ a, (4.1.1)

= 0 for x < a
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Cram~r (1951), page 248, gives the first moment of (4.1.1) as

E(x) = IJ. + af(7)/0 - F(a;:-) (4.1.2)

Here f(x) and F(x) are the density and distrib1ltion function

respectively for a normal random variable with mean zero and variance

one. Equation (4.1.2) involves only standardi.zed normal density and

distribution functions and is easily evaluated for values of (a'1J.) /a

less t.han 3. However, as (ai-L) goes to co. both the functions

f(~) and (1 - F(~» approach zero rapidly. The attendent
a a

computational problems are easily t.aken care of by using a conti.nued

fraction expression for (1 - F(x» (cf. Abramowitz and Stegum (1964),

page 932), namely

1 - F(x)
1 1 2 3 4

= f(x)[x+ ;; x+ x+ ;; ••• J

= f(x) CF(x) •

for x > 0

Substituting (4.1.3) i.nto (4.1.2) gives

= IJ. + a/CF(~) •
a

for ,~> 0
a

(4.1.4)

Section 8.2 contains a table of the values we computed of

f(x)/F(x) = l/CF(-x) for -10 ~ x ~ 5 •
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Thus, in univariate truncated normal posterior distributions

findi.ng the mean of the posterior is not difficult for any gi.ven

set of values of a , and a • In our applications ~ will be

seen to be a function of the observations. the obvious next question

is what happens for multivariate truncated normal distributions? This

problem is dealt with in the Appendix~ Section 8.3. Equation (8.3.11)

gives the mean for a broad class of posterior distributions, and

(8.3.13) gives Cram~r's result for the univariate case as derived from

(8.3.11).

4.2 Priors Producing a Truncated Normal Posterior Distri.bution for

the Problem of Isotonic Regression

In Chapter 3 the uniform prior was said to be applicable when

the modeler can not specify in advance that anyone point in the

parameter space is more likely than any other. It was also noted in

that chapter that a uniform prior yields a posterior which is

proportional to the likelihood for those points in the parameter

space that belong to the support of the prior.

Consi.der the case of one observati.on taken from each of m

normal populations. The populations have

i = 1, 2, 0 •• , m , and all have variance,

means ~ i ' respective ly,

2a ,known. Let the

uniform prior be assigned over the feasible parameter space, A

defined by the simple ordering

~ 1 ~ ~2 ~ ~3 ~ ••• ~ ~m •
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Note that the feasible parameter spaces defined by general linear

inequalitiea C~ ~ ~ are considered in the Appendix~ Section 8.3.

In thi.s case the joint den.sity of Yl' Y2' .oo, Ym is

where :t.. is the vector with components Yl' Y2' ••• , Ym ' and with

support as given in (8.3.14). This posteri.or density is a special

case of (8.3.3), and the Bayesian estimator of ~ is a special case

of (8.3.17).

If n observations are taken from each population, the density

function is

m n
~i)2 /(2(12»f (xl!!)

(I[2TT ~nm (y ..= 0') exp(- r:: r:: -
i=l j=l 1.J

m n
2

m
- 2~ -nm= 'I'T 0') exp (~( r:: r:: y ij

~ r:: ny.)/(2c »
i=l j=l i==l 1.

m 2 2
• exp(- r:: n(Y i - ~i) /(20' ».

i=l

f h · th b . h th d
Here~ Yij re ers to t e J-- 0 servat10n on t e i-- population, an

Yi is the mean of the observations from the i
th

population. Then, the

posterior density of ~ on A is



•
= 0[2iT (1)~nmexp(~(; ~ y:. ~ n; Y~)/(2c2'»

1=1 j=l 1J 1=1

- I ~ 2
.exp(~n(y -~) (X - ~)/(2a »/
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- I - 2= ex£L~gi~- J.L.2 (~ ~LL{?Q:2!-)~_

S - - 2Aexp( -n(z - ~) I (z - ~) / (2c ) )d~
• (4.2.1)

Therefore (4.2.1) is a truncated normal posteri.or distribution of the

form (8.3.3). (The case where the number of observations differs for

the m populations is.: considered in the Appendix, Section 8.4).

An e~onential Erior and a normal joint density also yield a

truncated normal posterior. The exponential prior is appealing to

those modelers who know that the true value of the parameter is more

likely to barely satisfy the restrictions than to be far away from the

boundary of the feasible parameter space.

Again, the case of one observation per population for m normal

populations will be considered first. Again, the populations have

mean I-L. respectively, i = 1, 2, ••• , m , and all have variance '1
2

1.

known. An exponential prior for a simple orderi.ng is:

p~l~ = K exp(-(I-L - I-L )/e - (I-L ~ I-L )/e -211 322
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- ... - 4L - ~ 1) Ie 1)m m~ m~

and

= K exp(~/C~) for ~ e A , (4.2.2)

p~I.e.) = 0 otherwise •

Here, K is a scalar constant, .e. is the vector whose elements are

119
i

' and the matrix C is given in (2.3.2). The resulting posterior

density is:

• K exp(- ~/Q±)I

J f\ ;::;:; -m 2
[ A\v2rr a) el{p(~(y - ~)/(~ - ~)/(2a »

/ I ? 3)I" 'f ••••

The posterior (4.2.3) is again of the form (8.3.3) with support given

in (8.3.14).

The last prior considered here is a truncated multivari~ normal.

This prior gives a truncated normal posterior when the observati.ons are

taken from a random variable.normally distributed. The truncated
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normal is a candidate prior when the modeler knows that Some interi.or

points in the feasible parameter space are m~re likely to be the true

value of the parameter t~an any other points.

The truncated normal prior for m mean parameters ~i of the

densities of the observed variables considered here is

= 0

for ll. e A ,

elsewhere •

As before, K is the normalizing constant. Then~ the posterior

density on A is

2 2
(IJ \7 ) [ (2 2) (" a:.-+o ,) IP~,,-,a ,0' = exp - a -+0" ~ - 2 2

a-+o

(4.2.4)

4.3 Construction of Several~esianEstimators an~mparis0nWith

the Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimators

In Section 3.1 concern was expressed that the mean cf the

posterior distribution might not yield all the points in the

feasible parameter space a9 estimates. Example distributions were

given which showed this property for all possible values of the
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observations on the random variable. A theorem is given in the

Appendix, Section 8.1, which shows that all points in the convex hull

of the support could be obtained as Bayesian esti.mates only if the

posterior became degenerate at t·l"ie boundary points.

It can be shown that the truncat.ed normal posterior does become

degenerate at boundary points for some observed values of the random

variable. To illustrate, consider the univariate t.runcated normal

posterior:

p4L Iy) for I-L e [8, ':x:> )

= 0

Here S is a finit.e n.umber.

otherwise •

The posterior probability that. IJ. lies in an interval

[ a, b] c [S, 00) is : .

=

where F(x) is the dist.ribution function for the normally di.stributed

random variable with mean zero) and variance one.

First, the case in which S = a < b will be considered. Then

by (4.3.1),

Pr4J.e[S,bJ) = 1 - F«y~b)la)/F«y-S)/a) •
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As y goes to .• CO, Pr(JJ. e [8, bJ) becomes 1. Tbis can be seen

by application of

i·~· ,

L'Hospita1's rule to

lim F«y~b)/a)/F«y~R)/a)

y-.- 00

= lim f«y-b)/a)/f«y~S)/a)

y-.- 00
(4.3.2)

Here f(x) is the density function for a random variable normally

distributed with mean zero and variance one. Then

lim fl(y~b2/a) =
f«y-S)/a)

y-,~ 00

Since b > S ,

lim eY(b~S)/(2a2)e(S2~b2)/(2a2)

y-.- 00

y(b-S)
lim e a = 0

y-.- co

(4.3.3)

and (4.3.3) is equal to zero. Th~s,

lim Pr(~e[S.bJ) = 1 •
y-.- 00

In the case S < a ~ b ,

Pr~e[a, bJ)
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and both

v~a v-s
F(..t...-=) /F("--)

°a a

and

have limits of zero as y goes to ~ 00 from the results found for

(4.3.2). Thus, the probability that ~ is in any interval entirely

in the interior of [8, CO) .. 0 as y ... - 00, and the masS of the

probability is accumulated at the boundary point, S • Therefore,

this truncated normal posterior tends to a degenerate distribution

at S as y goes to ~ CO. This implies that for y .. - 00 the mean

of this posterior approaches S • Thus, the mean of a truncated normal

posterior can take on all the values in the support of the posterior

provided the observed values of the random variable can take on all

negative 5 real values.' We will see examples of this in the

discussion below.

The case where one observation is made on a population distri-

bution normally with mean ~ ~ 0 and variance one will now be con=

sidered. A uniform prior is assumed ever the feasi.ble parameter

space [0,+00) • Then according to (4.2.1), the resulting

posterior density on 0 S; ~ < +co is

p<!J.1 y) =

2
~_e_xp.i:::.U~-l. {2)

2 '
exp(-(ytJo) /.2>'\J.
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so that by (4.1.2), the Bayesian esti.mator (l.!:..~ the mean of the

posterior density) is

~ = y + f(y)/F(y) •

As y approaches +00, f(y) tends to zero and F(y)

(4.3.4)

approaches uni.ty very rapidly. Thus, approaches y very rapidly

as y becomes large and positi.ve. For y < 0, I-L can be expressed

in terms of the continued fraction gi.ven in (4.1.3) and (4.1.4), Le.,

.IJ. = Y + l/CF(-y) •

The value of a continued fraction,

• •• :t

lies between two successive convergents if, for every term a ./b.
1. 1.

of

the continued fraction, a. and b. are positive (Abramowitz and
1. 1.

Stegun (1964), page 19). The terms of CF(x) have positive integers

for ai' b
i

i.s equal to -y, while negative values of yare

being examined, so the value of CF(~y) would be in the interval

1 . -y )
(-, 2
-y y + 1

.!.~., between the first two convergents. Thus, I-L must be between

Land U, where:

1
L=y+~=O1_

-y

and
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u = y + __1 -- = Il-0Y .
..::.:L...-

2
y + 1

As y tends to U approaches zero~ as ~ approaches zero as

y goes to -00. Figure 4.1 contains a plotting of ~ as a

function of y for the interval [-10.10].

Ass~mipg an expcnential .E,!ior over the feasible parameter space

for the same density of the observed variable gives somewhat

different Bayes est.imators. For this case, the mean of the

pcsterior distribution is:

I-L =

=

2J~ ~ (\(211) -Ie - (Y'1L) 12
e tJ. Ie~

J~ (\[2TT) -Ie- (Y1-L) 2/2 e 1J. Ie~

= y - lie + f(y-l/e)/F(y-I/e) (4.3.5)

as follows from (4.1.2), since the posterior distribution here is

a normal distribution with mean y - lie truncated at zero •

Figure 4.2 gives a plot of the estimators.
.,
~ , for s~veral

values of e • Note that as y becomes large and positive. ~

tends to y - lie , which for e near zero ia quite different from

the maximum likelihood estimator. No point in the feasible para-

meter space is excluded as an estimate of ~ •
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10.0

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.0 ------_ .....

-10.0 -5.0 0.0

y

5.0 10.0

Maximum likelihood estimate

Bayesian estimate (uniform prior) ----_ ..

Figure 4.1 Bayes estimates (uniform prior) and maximum likelihood
estimates of the mean, ~ ~ 0 , of a normal distribution
when the observation is y
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-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0

y

Maximum likelihood estimate

Bayesian estimate (exponential prior, e = 5) -----
(exponential prior, e = 0.5) ----_.-
(exponential prior, e = 0.25) ----

Figure 4.2 Bayes estimates (exponential priors) and maximum
likelihood estimates of the mean, ~ ~ 0 , of a normal
distribution when the observation is y

",
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For the same density of the cbserved variables and a truncated

n('rmal prior with positive probabi lity over [0;, CO) , mean e, and

variance one, the mean uf the posterior is:

The values for IJo when y e [~10. 10J , and e = I are shown in

Figure 4.3. It should be noted that for y negative, IJo

approaches zero. For y positive and large" approaches

(y+l) /2 • Again, all points i.n the feas ible parameter Space are

found as estimates of IJo for Some value of y.

Fur the case of the bivariate truncated normal, as is gi.ven in

(8.3.18), with a simple ordering on the parameters lJoi' agai.n all

points in the feasible parameter space can be found as estimates, for

some value of 1.. The exprEssion in (8 0 3.19) gives the expected

value of this posterior. When is negative. and

can be written as continued fraction as was shown i.n (4.1.3). Thus.

and (4.3.6)

.',
Then IJol would be between Land U where;
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-10.0 -5.0 0.0

y

5.0 10.0

Figure 4.3

Maximum likelihood estimate

Bayesian estimate (prior, a normal
(1,1) truncated at zero)

Bayes estimates (truncated normal prior) and maximum
likelihood estimates of the mean, ~ ~ 0 , of a normal
distribution when the observation is y
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+ 1

The values of Land U are found by substituting the first two con-

vergents for CF(x) in !Jo 1 • As (Y2~Yl) goes to - co, L

approaches (Y2+Yl)/2; so !Jol - (Y2+Yl)/2 tends to zero as

(Y2-y1) approaches - CO •

Similarly, it can be shown that !Joz ~ (Y2+Y1)/2 tends to zero

as (Yz-Y l ) approaches -co. This expression, (y2+y 1)/2, is the

same as would be found by isotonic regression for a simple ordering

on !Jo1 and when the basic estimates violate the ordering on the

parameters. (See the discussion following (2.3.2).) Thus, as

approaches -co, the Bayesian estimates and 11 2 tend

to the maximum likelihood estimates. As (Y2-Yl) becomes large and

positive, f«y2-y l )/a y2) approaches zero rapidly; F«Y2-Yl)/a ~2)

tends to one; and ~l becomes Y1 and ~2 becomes Y2 • These

limits are again the isotonic regre~sion estimates when the basic

estimates satisfy the ordering on the parameters. Since the isotonic

regression estimates are on the boundary of the feasible parameter

space when the basic solution violates the ordering, these Bayesian

estimates will take on values in the neighborhood of the boundary with

a positive probability.
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It would be desirable to determine if, 1.n general, the Bayesian

estimates ar,:;; close to the maximum likelihood estimates for some

observations. This is not possible analytically because of the

complexity of the multi!1ormal integral, which Kendall and Stuart

(1969, pp. 350-353) have pointed out. These difficulties would not

arise when the n-variate density function is a product of n

i.ndependent univariate normal density functions. It is difficult to

conceive of practical situations in which a truncated normal post.erior

would have thi.s property. For this reason, the remaining discussion

will be limited to the univariate and bivariate truncated normal

posteriors.

The univariate and bivariate Bayesian estimators discussed here

are usually consistent in the case of a uniform prior. In both cases,

the Bayesian estimator (cf. (4.3.4) and (4.3.6» consists of the un-

restricted maximum likelihood estimator with an additional term of the

form

± Af(b/A)/F(b/A) •

Here A is the standard deviation of the unrestricted maximum

(4.3.7)

random variable is distributed normally with variance

likelihood estimator times a positive constant, c. Thus, if the

a 2
the

unrestricted maximum likelihood estimator has variance
2a In for a

sample of size n. By application of (4.2.1) and (4.1.2), the

Bayesian estimator is

(k = y + ~ f ( G-a) 0[n/a» IF ( (y:..a) 0{Iila» •
n
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Therefore, (4.3.6) is

oa f(b ~n/(Qj»/F(b ~n/(oa» •n (4.3.8)

The value of b i.n the univariate case is G-a) for the

uniform prior in which ~ > a ; see (4.1.2). Then as was shown in

(2.4.1),

Pr(y -a ~ 0) = 0

as sample size goes to 00. Then b will be positive with

probability one, b ~n/ (oa) will approach 00, and

f(b ~n/(oa»/F(b ~n/(oa»

becomes zero, since f(b ~n/(ccr» becomes zero and F(b in/(ccr»

approaches ·one.

In the bivariate case

by (2.4.1)

b is where ~ 1 < ~2 • Again

as n goes to co. So by the same argument, (4.3.8) becomes zero.

Thus, as n becomes large, these Bayesian estimators approach the

unrestricted maximum likelihood estimator which is consistent.

Notice that these estimators are not consistent when the

feasible parameter space is a closed set. For example when ~ ~ a ,

the argument for f(x) and F(x) in (4.3.8) would approach zero

when ~ = a. Then (4.3.8) would approach a positive quantity as n

increased, and therefore, the estimator would not be consistent.
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For the normal and exponential priors di.scussed here, it 1.s

possible that b is negative as n goes to co. For example b is

equal to 2
y ~ a Ie for the exponential prior with I.L ~ 0 • If the

true value of I.L were less than
2a Ie , b would be negative with

probability one as n became large. Then since the argument of

f(x)/F(x) would approach ~CX), the estimate would become zero. Thus,

if I.L were larger than zero, the Bayesian estimator would not be con-

sistent. The same situation exi.sts for the truncated normal prior

distribution.

4.4 Comparison of Mean S9!.lare Errors of Restricted Maximum Likelihood

Estimators and Bayesian Estimators

The mean of a truncated normal posterior does seem to solve the

problem of accumulating esti.mates on the boundary points that the

restricted maximum likelihood estimator presented. This gain is made

without incurring the problems anticipated in Section 3.1. That is,

estimates are found in any neighborhood of the boundary for the uni-

variate and bivariate trun.cated normal posterior.

The restricted maximum likelihood estimators are consistent.

Bayesian estimators for a uniform prior with support on an open set

are also consistent; however, other priors do not necessarily lead

to consistent estimators.

Another fitting comparison of the Bayes and maximum likelihood

esti.mators is with respect to mean square error. Does one of these

estimators have mean square error uniformly smaller than any other?

This question will be studied in depth for the univariate case.
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Without loss of generality, numerical examples will only be gi.ven for

prior distributions with support (0,00) •

The restricted likelihood estimator of one obaervation from the

univariate normal, with mean known to be larger than a, is

'"\-LML = a when y < a ,

= y when y ~ a •

The mean square error for this estimator is

2 2 2
MSEr.':ML) = Ja ~ e -(Y"11) /(2c )dy

\l-.I' -.00 \(rrra

2 2 2
+ J00 (Y"1+) e - (Y"iL) / (2c ) dy •

a \[T rr a

Integrating by parts, the last integral becomes

2
.......Uy) 2 2 2 2

J""""-- . -(y~) /(2c ) ~ e-(Y1J.) /(2a )l
a
OO

a \(2TT a .e dy = -a \fZrr

Then,

2= (a~) F«aiJ.)/a) + (a"11)a f «ajJ.)/a)

2+ a [1 - F«ajJ.)/a)] • (4.4.1)

For the Same sampling density and a uniform prior for \-L

greater than a , the mean square error of the Bayes estimator is
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A SOO . 2MSE(jJ,U) =: _ 00 (y-af«y-a)la)/F«y-a)la)-IJ.)

(4.4.2)

This expression does not lend itself well to analytical examination.

Howeyer, numerical approximations of this formula can be found by

applying Gaussian-Herrni.te quadrature formulas. An explanation of the

technique is contained in Ghizzetti and Ossicini (1970). The computer

programs used to evaluate (4.4.2) were DQH32 and DQH64 in the

System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (1970). Figure 4.4 gives a

plotting of (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) for a equal zero,
2a equal to one,

and IJ. e [0,8J. (The values of these functions from which Figure 4.4

was made are given in Table 4.1.) Neither estimator has uniformly

smaller mean square error than the other.

The Bayesian estimator from an exponential prior and with the

same density of the observed variable has the following mean square

error; (in this case a is set equal to zero)

JOO 2 2 . 2
MSE«LE) =: _ 00 [Y-O' le-tcf«Y-a Ie) la) IF«y'-O' Ie) la)

2 2
00II. J2 rztr e -(y'"!Jo) lOa )dy • (4.4.3),.. a

Figure 4.5 was found by evaluating (4.4.3) by program DQH64 , see

Again, 2a waS set equal to one. As can be seen in Figure

4.5, the estimates found from exponential priors do not give uniformly

smaller mean square errors than the restricted maximum likelihood

estimates either. In fact, the Bayesian estimator which gives the
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0.0 2.0 4.0

~

6.0 8.0

Lower envelope

Maximum likelihood estimator

Bayesian estimator (uniform prior)

---_.-

____ I

Figure 4.4
aPlots of the lower envelope and the mean square error

for the maximum likelihood estimator and a Bayesian
estimator (uniform prior)

aThe term lower envelope will be introduced in Chapter 5
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Figure 4.5 Plots of the lower envelope and mean square error for
the maximum likelihood estimator and several Bayesian
estimators (exponential priors)



Table 4.1 Mean square error for the maximum U.. keli:"ood estimator
and a Bayes ian estimator (uniform prior)
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M3E MSE MSE MSE
Bayesian ML Bayesian ML

IJ. estimator estimator IJ. estimator estimator

0.1 0.91554 0.50473 4.1 0.98171 0.99996
0.2 0.84237 0.51788 4.2 0.98485 0.99997
0.3 0.77987 0.53788 4.3 0.98751 0.99998
0.4 0.72739 0.56325 4.4 0.98977 0.99999
0.5 0.68427 0.59256 4.5 0.99165 0.99999
0.6 0.64983 0.62454 4.6 0.99323 1.00000
0.7 0.62339 0.65802 4.7 0.99453 1.00000
0.8 0.60427 0.69198 4.8 0.99561 1.00000
0.9 0.59179 0.72555 4.9 0.99649 1.00000
1.0 0.58528 0.75803 5.0 0.99721 1.00000
1.1 0.58408 0.78885 5.1 0.99780 1.00000
1.2 0.58754 0.81761 5.2 0.99827 1.00000
1.3 0.59504 0.84401 5.3 0.99864 1.00000
1.4 0.60598 0.86791 5.4 0.99894 1.00000
1.5 0.61979 0.88923 5.5 0.99918 1.00000
1.6 0.63592 0.90801 5.6 0.99937 1.00000
1.7 0.65388 0.92435 5.7 0.99952 1.00000
1.8 0.67320 0.93837 5.8 0.99963 1.00000
1.9 0.69346 0.95028 5.9 0.99972 1.00000
2.0 0.71426 0.96027 6.0 0.99979 1.00000
2.1 0.73526 0.96855 6.1 0.99984 1.00000
2.2 0.75617 0.97535 6.2 0.99988 1.00000
2.3 0.77672 0.98085 6.3 0.99991 1.00000
2.4 0.79669 0.98527 6.4 0.99994 1.00000
2.5 0.81590 0.98878 6.5 0.99995 1.00000
2.6 0.83421 0.99153 6.6 0.99997 1.00000
2.7 0.85151 0.99367 6.7 0.99997 1.00000
2.8 0.86771 0.99531 6.8 0.99998 1.00000
2.9 0.88277 0.99656 6.9 0.99999 1.00000
3.0 0.89667 0.99750 7.0 0.99999 1.00000
3.1 0.90939 0.99820 7.1 0.99999 1.00000
3.2 0.92096 0.99872 7.2 1.00000 1.00000
3.3 0.93142 0.99910 7.3 1.00000 1.00000
3.4 0.94080 0.99937 7.4 1.00000 1.00000
3.5 0.94916 0.99956 L5 1.00000 1.00000
3.6 0.95656 0.99970 7.6 1.00000 1.00000
3.7 0.96308 0.99980 7.7 1.00000 1.00000
3.8 0.96878 0.99986 7.8 1.00000 1.00000
3.9 4.97374 0.99991 7.9 1.00000 1.00000
4.0 0.97803 0.99994 8.0 1.00000 1.00000
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greatest improvement for smaller values of ~ , performs the poorest

as ~ increases.

Now the case of the truncated normal prior will be considered.

The prior examined here will be proportional to a normal density

with mean parameter A and variance 5 over the interval [0,0:» ,

and the prior will be zero elsewhere. The observations again have a

univariate normal density with mean ~ and variance
2

a Then the

posterior is the univariate case of (4.2.4) and using (4.1.2) the

Bayesian estimator is found to be:

2 g 2 2
A = Oy+a A + ~ f«oy+a A)!(o+a »
~ 2 2 2 2·

o-fo" 5+a F«oy-k1 A)!(o+a »

The mean square error of this estimator is

This function was also evaluated by Gaussian-Hermite quadrature for

2a A, and 0 equal to one. A plot of the values of this

function are shown in Figure 4.6 for ~ in the interval [0,8] On

this interval, the mean square error for the Bayesian estimator was

smaller only in the neighborhood of A. The same conclusion can be

drawn from Figure 4.7 in which the mean square error is plotted for

the Same example with A set equal to 3.
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0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

Maximum likelihood estimator

Bayesian estimator --------

Figure 4.6 Plots of the mean square error for the maximum
likelihood estimator and a Bayesian estimator (prior,
normal (1,1) truncated at zero)
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Figure 4.7 Plots of the mean square error for the maximum likeli
hood estimator and a Bayesian estimator (prior, normal
(3,1) truncated at zero)
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5. IMPROVED ESTlMATORS

5.1 Joining Estimators

It was shown in Section 4.4 that none o~ the B~esian estimators

presented have uni~ormly smaller mean square error than do restricted

maximum likelihood estimators and vice versa. However, i~ the true

value o~ the parameter ~ happened to be near the boundary o~ the

feasible parameter space, an exponential prior has been found which

gave a smaller mean square error of the resulting statistic for tl!e

values of ~ near the boundary (see Figure 4.5). This improvement in

mean square error for values of ~ near the boundary corresponds to

sacri~ices in mean square error for values of ~ away from the boundary.

The restricted maximum likelihood estimator had larger mean square

error near the boundary, but is vastly superior to the B~esian

estimators ~ound from exponential priors at points farther from the

boundary. The Bayesian estimators found ~rom a uni~orm prior had a

mean square error which was smaller than that of the restricted

maximum likelihood estimator for values o~ ~ in the feasible parameter

space away from the boundary, and larger near the boundary. (The

uniform prior will not be considered separately in the remainder of

this paper since it can be derived as a limiting case of exponential

priors.)

All this suggests that a modeler having in~ormation only that

the mean, ~, of some normal density function belongs to a certain

half-line might try to combine the better properties of both types

of estimators.
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Combined estimators are not foreigh to statisticians. In fact,

the restricted maximum likelihood. pro(;edures me!ltioned in Chapter 2

are essentially combined estimators. If the un.restricted estimates

are puints in the feasible parameter space, they are the restricted

maximum likelihood estimates. If the unrestricted estimates are not

points in the feasible parameter space, ~~other algorithm is employed

to produce the restricted estL~ates.

Other combined estimators have been considered for entirely

different situations. Bancroft (1944), Mosteller (1948), and Gun

(1965) have studied estimation procedures with a preliminary signifi

c~~ce test. Their estimators are found by first testing to determine

if the estimates from several populations are significantly different.

If significance is found, individual population estimates are used.

Otherwise, the estimates from the various populations are pooled; note

that the significance levels recommended for these situations are

larger than the significance levels normally used.

Consider the univariate normal density with a mean known to be

not less than d. An estimator with generally smaller mean square

error could hopefully be created by using a Bayesian estimator derived

from the exponential prior when the unrestricted maximum likelihood

estirrlate is near the boundar~ or falls outside the feasible parmneter

space. The unrestricted maximum likelihood estimate would be taken

as the estimate in all other situations. Finding such ~~ estimator

which does give a reduction in mean square error is a formidable task.

A good value e of the parameter of the exponential prior must be

found, and the part of sample space in which the maximum likelihuod
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esti-rnator is to be used must be detennined. Of course, a criterion

of goodness must be established to dictate the choices.

5.2 The Crit~rion of Regret

In the framework of statistical decision theory, the mean square

error of rolY estimator is often regarded as the expected value of the

(quadratic) loss suffered when using that estimator (the loss being a

consequence of the fact that the estimator is not equal to the value

of the parameter being estimated). The expecte1 loss is a function of

!J.; its value also depends on the estirn.ation procedure used: thus, in

the case of Bayesian estimators, it depends on the e characterizing a

particular prior within a family of priors; mOr'e basically , it depends

on the family of priors. Similarly, it depends on whether one uses a

(restricted or unrestricted) maximum likelihood estimator or a Ba;yesian

estimator. The task of somehow combining several estimators; each of

which is 'good' for some !J.-values, 'poor' for others; must be con

fronted. Now, for each point !J. in the feasible parameter space we

can dete~ine the infimum of the expected less co~respondil~ to all

competing estimators; the value of this infimum will, of course,

depend on the class of competing estimators. Thus, a function of !J.

which will be called the lower enve]..ope (of the expected less functien)

will be defined. This lower envelope indicates the best we can pos

sibly do with the available estimators if for each experiment the true

!J.-value is known. Since this is not known, the expected loss can be

no smaller than the lower envelope; no matter how the estima,:;ors

previously studied are combined. Thus, it must be acceptJed that the

mean square error of the '~ombined estimators for rrost. !J.-values will
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exceed the value of the lower envelope. The difference between the

two will be called regret (cf. Savage (1954), Sections 9.4, 9.5, and

9.8, and Savage (1968)). A combined estimator will be sought which

minimizes this regret, which again, depends on the class of competing

estima.tors and, of course, on lJo.

The plan is to define a real-valued criterion summarizing the

behavior of this regret function over the feasible parameter space,

then to select such a 'combination' of the above estimators as to make

this real number as small as possible. There are many such criteria

available. Gun (1965) suggested using the Ll-norm of the regret

function in the situation he studied. Other L -norms are also candi. n

dates. Of course, the computation of such norms requires selection

of a measure over the feasible parameter space. A criterion which can

be implemented with less difficulty is maximizing the regret function

over the feasible parameter space and minimizing this over the com-

peting estimators. Thus, the criterion would be minimax regret.

Minimax procedures are described by Wald (1950) and Savage (1954).

As Wald has stated, minimax is applicable when a particular prior

C~~lot be justified. This is more in line with the situation proposed

in this section. The minimax criterion is a pessimistic approach, but

it does protect against large losses.

5.3 The Application of Minimax Regret to the Construction of a Joined

Estimator

Consider again a sareple of size one, y, from a normal distribution

with unknown mean IJo. ~ d and known variance i. The objective now is

to investigate joined estimators of the form
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= ~1

foI' Y < 0/ ,

for y:i!: 0/ ,

where 0/ > d, ~8 denotes the Bayesian estimator corresponding to an
,.,

exponential prior with parameter 8, and ~ denotes the (unrestricted)

maximum likelihood estunator. The regret function for such an esti-

mator thus depends on ~, a and 0/ will be denoted by R(~, a, 0/). The

objective is to choose a and 0/ so as to minimize

max R(J.,L, 8, 0/) •
~ :i!: d

The pair (a', 0/') which minimizes (5.3.1) characterizes the optimum

combined estimator, ~.~., one chooses the B~esian estimator corre-

sponding to the exponential prior with parmneter a' when the

unrestricted maximum likelihood estimate is less than 0/', and chooses

the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimate otherwise.

To find the values of 0/ and e which minimize (5.3.1), one first

must determine the lower envelope of the farrlily of mean s~uare error

curves. The initial step is to determine the lower envelope of the

mean s~uare error (see (4.3.5)) of all Bayesian estimators correspond-

ing to Wl exponential prior with e e (0, co). Then it will turn out

that for no value of ~ the mean s~uare errcr of the restricted maximum

likelihood estimator or the mean s~uare error of the B~esian es tima-

tor corresponding to the uniform prior is less than the constructed

lower envelope. Therefore, this lower envelope is the lower envelope

for the class of competing estimators mentioned in Section 5 ..2. An

approximation for it was found by numerical methods. This will be



done first for the case of d=O and 02 = 1. Table 5.1 gives the

approximation to thE: lower envelope that was fou.nd as follows. For IJ.

equal 0.1 or 0.2, candidate values for e were found by increasing e

by steps of length 0.1. Fo~ values for IJ. € [0.3, 8.0] such candidate

values were found by incrementing e either by 0.1 or by half the

difference in the optimizing e for the two preceding values of IJ.,

whichever was larger. By co~paring the values in Table 4.1 with the

values in Table 5.1 the reader will easily convince himself that the

function tabulated in Table 5.1 gives the sought after lower envelope.

The next step was finding the mean square error for the joined

estimator. This mean square error is (cf. equation (4.3.4))

"
MSE(IJ.J ) = S~ [y - lie + f(y

1

J2TI

for ~y given values of a ~~d IJ.. The second term in this expression

reduces to (cf. equation (4.4.1))

where f(x) and F(x) are normal density and distribution functions

respectively for the univariate normal distribution with mean zero

and variance one.
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Table 5.1 Approximation for the lower envelope of the mean square
errors for the estimators derived from the truncated
normal posterior formed with exponent ia1 priors

= ==

e giving the Minimum e giving the Minimum
I-L minimum MSE MSE I-L minimum MSE MSE

0.1 0.1 0.00010 4.1 43.5 0.98122
0.2 0.2 0.00156 4.2 52.2 0.98451
0.3 0.3 0.00617 4.3 65.1 0.98728
0.4 0.4 0.01551 4~4 78.1 0.98960
0.5 0.4 0.03034 4.5 91.1 0.99154
0.6 0.5 0.05150 4.6 HO.5 0.99315
0.7 0.6 0.07704 4.7 139.7 0.99448
0.8 0.6 0.10812 4.8 168.9 0.99558
0.9 0.7 0.14293 4.9 212.7 0.99647
1.0 0.8 0.18153 5.0 256.5 0.99720
1.1 0.9 0.22284 5.1 322.2 0.99779
1.2 LO 0.26607 5.2 420.7 0.99826
1.3 1.1 0.31062 5.3 519.2 0.99864
1.4 1.2 0.35597 5.4 667.0 0.99894
1.5 1.4 0.40132 5.5 814.8 0.99918
1.6 1.5 0.44628 5.6 1036.5 0.99937
1.7 1.7 0.49040 5.7 1369.0 0.99952
1.8 1.9 0.53311 5.8 1701.6 0.99963
1.9 2.1 0.57427 5.9 2366.6 0.99972
2.0 2.4 0.61357 6.0 3031. 7 0.99979
2.1 2.7 0.65079 6.1 4029.2 0.99984
2.2 3.0 0.68582 6.2 5026.8 0.99988
2.3 3.4 0.71854 6.3 7022.0 0.99991
2.4 3.7 0.74895 6.4 9017.1 0.99994
2.5 4.2 0.77700 6.5 12010 .0 0.99995
2.6 4.7 0.80276 6.6 16499.0 0.99997
2.7 5.5 0.82625 6.7 23232.6 0.99997
2.8 6.2 0.84761 6.8 29966.2 0.99998
2.9 7.0 0.86690 6.9 43433.9 0.99999
3.0 8.1 0.88423 7.0 56900.6 0.Q9999
3.1 9.3 0.89972 7.1 77101. 7 0.99999
3.2 10.4 0.91352 7.2 107403.2 1.00000
3.3 12.1 0.92572 7.3 152855.3 1.00000
3.4 14.7 0.93648 7.4 221033.5 1.00000
3.5 17.2 0.94592 7.5 323300.6 1.00000
3.6 19.9 0.95415 7.6 425568.0 1.00000
3.7 22.4 0.96130 7.7 630102.3 1.00000
3.8 26.2 0.96748 7.8 936904.0 1.00000
3.9 32.0 0.97280 7.9 1243705.7 1.00000
4.0 37.7 0.97735 8.0 1857309.1 1.00000
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The first term of (5.3.2) r.~'lSt be evaluated by numerical pr-oce-

dures. An algoritbm very usefcl in the rniniz9.tion over a, evaltlates

this term by the Hermitian formula using the first derivative (see

System 360/Scientific SU:JToutine Paekage (1970) subprogram DQHFE, or

Hildebrand (1956)). This algorithm approximates the value of the

integral at several equidistant points over the interval of integration

as follows. Define

z. == z. (x.) == Sxi y(x) dx
l l l a

at equidistant points x. which satisf'y the following relationship
l

x. == a + (i-l)h •
l

The value of zl is assigned to be zero, and all other values of zi

are fOLLl1.d by the formula

z. == z. 1 + hey. 1+Y·+h(y~ I - y~)/6)/2 •
l l- l- ~ 1- 1

where y~ is the derivative of the function y(x) at x. and y. is equal
l 1 l

to y(x.). The maximum error will be less than
1

4 4shy ('1)/720

4where s is the total length of the interval and y (v) is the fourth

derivative of y(x) evaluated at v € [Xl' Xn ] •

Therefore, the first term in (5.3.2)

2
-(y-~) /2e dy (5.3.4)
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could be evaluated at several values of a in one pass. The value of

(5.3.4) is very near zero for a ~ot greater th~~ -10. In Figure 4.2

it can be seen that ~L' the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimator,

would be less than ~E fo~ y less than zero. For y less than 10 and ~

A 2 A 2
greater than zero, it is easily seen that (~E -~) < (~L - ~) •

Thus,

10 2 1 _(y_~)2/2S_00 [y - l/e + f(y - l/e)/F(y - l/e) - ~] e dy
$

10 2 1 _(y_'L)2/2
< S_00 (y-~) e'" dy

$

The last integral can be found to ~e

-(-10 - ~)f(-lO - ~) + F(-lO - ~)

following the steps outlined in (4.4.1). Since ~ ~ 0

f(-lO - ~) ~ f(-lO)

and

F(-lO - ~) ~ F(-lO) ,

and both f(-lO) and F(-lO) are very near zero; therefore, (5.3.4)

can be closely approximated by evaluating it. over the L~terval

[-10, aJ.

In this way regret was computed for values of~, 9, and a, all

greater than zero. Here, the values of ~ € [0.1, 8.0] were integer

multiples of 0.1; joi~ing points, a, were allowed to take on values

between 0.25 and 5.0 which were integer multiples of 0.25; values of
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8 were 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.875, 1.0, 1..5, 2.0, and 2.5. Table 5.2

gives the m.aximum regret for each (8,0') pair considered, where regret

is the value of (5.3.2) for each a, 0', and ~ considered minus the lower

envelope given in Table 5.1 for that value of ~.

As can be seen in Table 5.2, the values a' and 0" which minimize

(5.3.1) seem to lie in the intervals

o. 75 :5 8' :5 1. 0

and

and the associated regret is at most 0.47991. The maximum likelihood

estimator from the same likelihood function has a maximum regret of

0.58386 (when compared to the same lower envelope). The Bayesian

estimator from the uniform prior and the same likelihood has a maximum

regret of 0.91544. The optimal joined estimator is given by'.

~J = Y - 1/.875 + f(y - l/.875)/F(y - 1/.875)

= y

for y < 1.50

for 1.50 S y .

Note that ~ is discontinuous at y e~ual 1.50, which re~ults in an
J

interval of feasible ~-space being unattainable by this estimator.

So this estimator which is the first result of an attempt to con-

strllct a small mean s~uare error estimator onto the feasible parameter

space, fails again 'to exhaust the feasible parameter space. The

following section will discuss remedies for this.



Table 5.2 Maximum regrets for joined estimators

e
rx 0.250 0.500 0.750 0.875 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500

Maximum Regret

0.25 3.07098 0.53246 0.55373 0.56275 0.93493 1.18827 1.33428 1.42621
0.50 3.49415 0.53420/ 0.56364 0.57622 1.04432 1.34450 1.51355 1.61907
0.75 3.86061 0.52072 0.55959 0.57641 1.17629 1.51911 1. 70844 1.82655
LOO 4.14993 0.49140 0.53712 0.55870 1.32916 1. 71163 1.91584 2.04095
1.25 4.35675 0.53673 0.49792 0.52453 1. 50075 1.91475 2.13144 2.26498
L50 4.48888 0.61666 0.48414 0.47991 1.69316 2.12679 2.35314 2.48818
1. 75 4.56236 0.73520 0.55142 0.49056 1. 90199 2.34798 2.57464 2.70802
2.00 4.59578 0.89043 0.64532 0.45494 2.12449 2.57122 2.79291 2.92155
2.25 4.60572 1.08054 0.76166 0.65849 2.35616 2.79261 3.00438 3.12555
2.50 4.60440 1.30178 0.89494 0.76550 2.59129 3.00735 3.20498 3.31649
2.75 4.59934 1. 54858 1.03829 0.87963 2.82360 3.21102 3.39130 3.49162
3.00 4.59428 1.81380 1.18555 0.99545 3.04708 3.39976 3.56061 3.64891
3.25 4.59054 2.08932 1.33086 1.10815 3.25652 3.57070 3.71118 '3.78727
3.50 4.58822 2.36667 I.46924 1.21384 3.44794 3.72205 3.84223 3.90648
3.75 4.58694 2.63773 1.59648 1.30973 3.61877 3.85313 3.95389 4.00706
4.00 4.58630 2.89539 1.71115 1.39417 3.76780 3.96414 4.04697 4.09013
4.25 4.58602 3.13399 1. 81087 1.46650 3.89493 4.05603 4.12281 4.15717
4.50 4.58590 3.34964 1.89621 1.52683 4.00099 4.13027 4.18309 4.20993
4.75 4.58585 3.54016 1.96708 1.57582 4.08747 4.18864 4.22963 4.25020
5.00 4.58583 3.70499 2.02414 1.61448 4.15626 4.23358 4.26433 4.27981

0'\
00
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5.4 Other Joined Estimators

As a combination of two estimators, one Bayesian estimator and

the maximum likelihood estimator, an est~aator was created in Section

5.3 which had smaller maximum regret than any of the classical estima-

tors previously considered in this paper. This suggests that maximum

regret could be decreased further by combining several Bayesian

estimators with the maximum likelihood estimator. To explore these

possibilities, the case of a sample of size one from a univariate

normal density will again be examined. This section will consider

the case where the mean of this density is known to be non-negative

(~.~., d=0) and the variance is one.

Instead of attempting to find one optimum interval as was done

in Section 5.3, the domain of the observation will now be divided

into several fixed intervals. (The intervals considered in this case

are given in Table 5.3.) A search was carried out to find the optimal

Bayesian estimator (exponential prior) for each interval in Table 5.3;

the maximum likelihood estimator will be used for [5.00, CO ).

The mean square error for such a joined estimator where q+l

intervals are considered is

MSE(1Jo )c

where ~ = 0, and p(y) is the normal density function with mean IJo

and variance one. The estimator ~ is the maximum likelihood

estimator and is a function of y. The estimators 1Jo. are the Bayesian
~
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Table 5.3 Value:; of the parameters IJ. and e and the intervals
used in the stepwise cptimi"!.ing processa

====;;; =--==-= = = --
Values of Values of I.n.tervals Optimal value of
e used IJ. used ~onsidered e on each i.nterval

0.125 0.2 (- 00 , 0.00) 0.125

0.250 0.4 [0.00, 0.25) 0.250

0.375 0.6 [0.25, 0.50) 0.250

0.500 0.8 [0.50, 0.75) 0.375

0.625 1.0 [0.75, 1.00) 0.875

0.750 1.2 [1.00, 1.25) 1.250

0.875 1.4 [1.25, 1.50) 1.250

1.000 1.6 [1.50, 1.75) 1.250

1.250 1.8 [1.75" 2.00) 1.750

1.500 2.0 [2.00, 2.25) 1.750

1.750 2.5 [2.25, 2.50) 2.000

2.000 3.0 [2.50, 2.75) 2.500

2.500 3.5 [2.75, 3.00) 2.500

3.000 4.0 [3.00, 3.25) 2.500

3.500 4.5 [3.25, 3.50) 2.500

4.000 5.0 [3.50, 3.75) 4.000

4.500 5.5 [3.75, 4.00) 3.000

10.000 6.0 [4.00, 4.25) 4.000

11.000 6.5 [4.25, 4.50) 3.000

12.000 7.0 [4.50, 4.75) 3.500

13.000 [4.75, 5.00) 2.500

14.000

aThe meaning of the first two columns is eKplained in the text
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ized by ty,,~ r parameter e., c,n eE..c!1 fJ.-inte.~val a.r~d. the:'efore they are
l

fLJ.~1CtiC'r:s of y ar,d 6..
l

The pr'oblem i.s then to choose the parameters

so as to minimize

where LE(fJ.) is the above-mentioned lower envelope.

This problem of finding an optimum estimator in each interval

evokes memories of dynamic programming. (See Bellman and Dreyfus,

(1962).) The intervals correspond to the stages in the dynamic

progra~~ing problem, choosing the 8. on each interval corresponds to
l

the activities, ~Dd maximizing regret corresponds to the cbjective

filllction which is to be mini."'Ylized. However', the prc,blem of find.ing

the 8. so as to minimize P1~ximum regret cannot be restated in terms
l

of a recursive relation since the choice of the 8. in ~DY one interval
l

affects the maximum regret fQ'1ction 80S a whole. This property vi:J"Lates

the underlying assumptions of d;:vnal!lit:~ pTi:·grarnming.

Thus, to determine the choice of (8
1

, 8
2

, ... , 8
q

) wh ich would

truly be: optimal would require the evaluation of (5.4.2) for alllhJint.s

in a q-dimensional space. Note th!::Lt the eva.lt:.atio!l of (5.4.2) is qu:te
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EJ

costly, even at one point (8
1
., 8

2
, . 0 ., 8

q
). To reduce CClr.lpCl.ter

costs, only relatively fe,v altE!'native values for ea'.:h coordinate 8
i

were eX&Idned; these are given in the first colUIrJl Df Table 5.3. Also,

in determining the maximum in (5.4.2) only a few ~-values were used;

see the second coluwn of Table 5.3.

Even so, the cost of the COIrlIlutat:i.onal work is prohibitive.

Thecefore, an approximation was used which is similar to the stepwise

in.clusion method of regression a..r:l.a..lysis, A joined estimator, ~ , was
c

constructed sequentially as follows. First define ~cO as

with e = 10 for

for

y<5

y ~ 5 ,

where ~a (y) is the B6\}'esian estimator corresponding to the exponential

prior on [0, CD) with e eCiual 10, B..11.d ~L (y) is the maximum likelihood

estimator. Then define ~cl as

,.

~cl (y) = ~cO (y ) for

for

y~O,

y<O,

where e is chosen from among the candidate values listed in TabIe 5" 3

gj a.
The first integral in (5.4.2) is evaluated as J-l~' for rease-ns

given with respect to (5.3.4). All but the last two terms are
evaluated using the subprogram DOHFE b. the System 360/Scier!tific
Subroutine Package (1970). The next to last term is identic3U to
(5.2.3) and is evaluated using the normal density and distribu
tion functions given there.
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in such a way that ~cl(-~j) will have the smallest pos.sible LLaximum

regret. Then define ~ " as
co::

~c)y) = ~cl (y ) for

for

1

Y & R'"/[O.O, 0.25)

y & [0.0, 0.25) ,

where e is chosen from among the same candidate values so that ~c2(Y)

will have the smallest possible IY!a.ximurl regret. This pro'~ess is
A A

continued so that ~ 3(Y) will be equal ~o ~ 2(Y) except on the y-c c_

interval [0.25, 0.50), where

and e is again chosen so as to minimize maximum regret of ~C3(Y)' and

so (,n. Eventl~ally the e!ltire y-interval [0.0, 5.0) will be divided

into intervals of length 0.25 and on each int.erval ser!'1entially,. the

parameter e will be chosen so as to minimize maximum regret of ~ .
C~

th
at the i step. The maximmn regret of ~C2l(Y) is equal to 0.304207,

which is indeed substantially les3 than the value found for the joined

estimators presented in Section 5.3. ~he opUmal values of e chosen

at each stage are ShOWll in Table 5.3. It should be noted that this

estimator is discontinuous at many of the 21 join points.

It wOI~ld be desirable to refine the y-i.nt.2rvals and values of e
attempted in the preceding process, ,!?ut thia is too costly a...'1 opera-

tion. If the process could be continued a conti nue·us fUItctioI:., e(~r),

for e in tr::nns of the observations cotU.d be f ....,un.d. This function

eCJuld then be sllbstituted for e in the expressi.or" for the Ba;ye:::ian
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estimator and would yield an estimator whicr, would givE: a IDf::l.Ximt;m

regret smaller than any of th-:- othEr Es~ima+... ora used for this par.,ticu-

lar likelihood.

Using the vaJ.ues of a listed in Table 5.3 as a basis same func

tions a(y) were constructed. The m8~iml~ regret for the estimators

fOlL'1d by substituting these furlCtions of the observations for a were

then found by approximating the mean square errors by using the sub

progr9Ill DQ....T-J:64 in the Systen: 360/Scientific Subro·~tine Pack&ge (1970),

~.~., Gaussian-Hermite quadrature.

As for the construction of these functions a(y), first consider

Figure 5.1, which depicts the a-values of Table 5.3. The variab ility

of these a-values after the twelfth interval could be ignored in

searching for fur.ctions a(y). When the observation y is large and a
is large, the Bayesia.-l'l estimate tends to the maximum likelihood

estimate as was shown in Section 4.2. Therefore, the variability of

the a I s is most likely due to the Bayesian estimate for these values

of a or any larger a not being significa.-l'ltly different from the

maximum likelihood estimate for observations that are large.

Notice in Figure 5.l that when the observation is larger thal'l

0.5, when one ignores the variability of a f:n' observat.ions larger

than 2.75, a linear function of the observatimls (y) seems to fit

the values of e as they depend on y. The maximum regret was computed

for several linear functio~s e(y). Table 5.4 gives the functions that

were considered, the interval on which the linear function wa~ used,

a!'id the value used for a on the remainder of the domain of the

observation, in columns l, 2, s.nd. 3 respecti vel.y. N01,e that these
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4

3

Value of
e

2

1

Figure 5.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Interval

A plot of the optimal value of e found by the stepwise
optimizing procedure
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Linear functions of the observations used in place of &
in the exponential prior

S, the set en which Value of
the linear function e used Maximum

Linear function waS used on SC regret

e = ~0.05 + Y Y e [0.1,00] 0.1 0.361671

e = ~0.25 + 0.75y Y e [0.2,00] 0.1 0.387803

e = -0.10 + 1. SOy Y e [O.l"co ] 0.1 0.441211

e = -0.70 + 1.50y Y e [0.5,co ] 0.1 0.550220

e = -1.13 + 1.14y y e [0.75,00 ] 0.125 0.552~06

e = -1.38 + 1.63y y e [1.0, ,00 ] 0.25 0.569923



f\~..'1ction3 gave some improvement in the maxi.rri-::n reg"ret ever -:'he join.:.~co

of two E:s-:'i..TI!ators. Figu~e 5.2 giv~.s a plot·U.ng r)f the meE...'1 square

e~r()r fo~ the estimator found "by udi~g the linear f;mction

e = -0.025 + 0 . 75y

when y is greater than or equal to 0.2, and letting a

This would yield the estimator

lJ. y - 1/ ( -0 . 025 + 0.75":'1-)

.1 otherwise.

+ fey - 1/( -0.025 + o. 75Y) ]/F[y - 1/(-0.025 + o. 75y ) ]

for y ~ 0.2 ,

= y - 1.0 + f(y - 10)/F(y - 10)

5.5 Extending the Technique

for y < 0.2 ,

All of the work so far repo~ted in this chapter was concerned

with a samp+.e of size one from a univariate normal density with

'J"ariance one and mean, lJ., not less than zero. Analogous results hold

for any sample of size n ~ 1 from any univariate normal dens:'ty with

a mean known to lie in the interv6.l Cd, co). Given a sample size of

n and mean y from a normal distribution with unknown ex:pec<:'at.ion

lJ. ~ d and known variance 0
2 , the likelihood f~'1ction fo~ the mean, ~,

is

By substituting y for y and 02/n for 02 in the fcllcwi~g results,

they are applicable to samples of any size n.
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Figure 5.2 Lower envelope and mean square error for a Bayesian
estimator using a continuous function of the observations
for the parameter
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The posterior using the e.xponent:.ial prior is

2' 2 2
e-[(Y-O Ie) - ~] /20

2 ') 2J~ e -[ (y-O Ie) - ~r-;20c4J.

= ° elsewhere .

Using (4.1.2) the mean of this posterior i.s fCl\.md to be

~ -.= y _ i"/e + Of( (y rile d2L.o)

F((Y - (l/e - d)/O)

The I!lean square error of this estimator is a function of ~, 0,

e, defined for e > 0, a > 0, ~ ~ d:

1
- '2

(~-.d + u - Q) 2f- 1

0
2 SR'[~ _Q+ \ 0 e J2 e-'2 u. du

= e (~-d 1.1 - ~) J2nF- +
0 e

where the transfolnation y = ~ + ~~ was used. Not~ that replacing d

"*by 0, and 0 by 1 yields a fU..-ld,ion X (~, e), defined for e > 0, ~ ~ 0:

a11d that

f(~ +

F(~ +

1 2
2~

( ) 2 * (~-d e)
X ~,o,e = 0 X -0 '0 '
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both functions defined on their appropriate dumain. Thus the mean

square error for the estimator given in (5.5.1) is expressed in terms

of the mean square error for the Bayesian estimator found when the

variance is one, the feasible parameter space is the positive half

line, and the prior is an exponential density with parameter a/a,

~.~., the situation discussed in Section 5.3. Therefore, the lower

envelope for the mean square error for estimators of the form (5.5.1)

and variance equal to 0
2 can be fOlL'1d in Table 5.1. The value of the

minimum mean square error at the point ~' in the feasible parameter

space equals 0
2 times the value of the minimum mean square error at

the point (~' - d) / a in the feas ible parameter space [0, co ), as fOlL'1d

in Table 5.1. Likewise the values of the regret function in the

general case can be found from the values of the regret function in

the special case of the previous sections.

In Section 5.4 we considered estimators for ~ ~ 0 from samples of

size 1 from N(~ ,1), where these estimators were obtained from Bayesian

estimators with exponential prior, -ee-~/a, by ~eplacir~ a by a func-

tion a(y). The mean square error for such a.'1 estimato~ is defined

for IJ. ~ 0 and equals

J R' [y - ~ - a(y) +
f(y 

F(y -

1
eGJ) )2

1 e
8CYY)

In the more general case we consider' estimators for ~' ~ d from

samples of size one (y', say) from N(IJ.' ,(2
), where these estimators

are obtained from Bayesian estimators with exponential prior,

_ee-(IJ.'-d)/e, by replacing a by a function e'(:{'). The mean 3~ua.res
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v'- d
f('"----=

o2S y'-IJ.' 0
(J R ,[ 0 - e' (y TJ +

error for such an estimator is defined for IJ.' ~ d and equals

1 (y' - IJ.' )2
- 2 2

J2 e 0

This integral is easily seen to reduce to the abcve one by means of

the substitutions

y'- d
o

y

e' (y') ==
o

e(y)

Note that these substitutions are compatible with the reduction in

equation (5.5.2). Therefore, it is possible to find the value at IJ.'

of the regret function of ~~ estimator for IJ.' ~ d of the form

f(Y'- d _ 0 )
(J e'(y')

F(Y'- dO)
o - e' (y')

+ cr
2

(J

e' (y /)y'

, " 2)where y rv NtlJ. ,0 ,from the value at IJ. of the regret function of the

estimator for IJ. ~ 0 of the form

y - 1 +
8G)

f(y -

F(y -

1
e(y) )
1

SGJ)

where y rv N(IJ.,l), simply by taking i times the value of the latter

. f t" t IJ.'- d and computed Wl"tl-, a(y) -_ a"(d +- crLLregre~ unc lon a IJ. == 11o a
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Similarly, when one has found thE: function e(y) ""hich minimizes

maximum regret for the problem ofest.irnating IJo ~ 0 from one observa-

tion of y '" N(1Jo ,1), one can immediately cc'nclude that the function

e' (y') which minimizes maximum. regret for the problem of estimating

1Jo' ~ d from one observation of y' '" N(IJo',cl) is given by
, de' (y') = a . e(y) = a . e(Y - ) •
o

The mean square error for the joined estimator considered in

Section 5.3 was given by (5.3.2). Making the transformation u = y-lJo,

this expression becomes

J Of_~ (u _ l/e + feu + IJo - 17e) _ 1
'-AJ F(u+ IJo - 1 e) J2il

2/2 2e -u .du + J00 u
Of-1Jo

_u2/2
_e du .

J2IT

2
For the case of the normal density with 1Jo' € Cd, 00) and variance 0 ,

the mean square error for the joined estimator would be

J Of' [ - 02 / e +
- Xl Y

f«(y - eile' d)/o)

F((Y - ei/e' - d)/o)

,]2- IJo

dy

dy.

V-ll '
Making the transformation u =~ , this expression becomes

o
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S (a'- ~')/o 2 f(u - o/a' + ~'- d) 2/
[ /

' --r,o=--::--J2 _1 e-u 2 du-co u - 0 a + a -
F(u - a/a' + ~ - d) J2iT

o

Sco 2 1 _u2/2
+ (' , ) / u - e du .

a-~ 0 J2iT

2Then (5.5.4) would equal 0 times (5.5.3) when in (5.5.3) the sub-

stitutions (~'- d)/o for ~, a'/o for a and (a'- d)/o for ex are made.

The optimal values of ex and e found for the case IJ. € [0, co) and

variance one (l.~., the case given by (5.5.3)) were

0.75 ~ a ~ 1

and

1.25 ~ ex ~ 1.75 .

So the optimal a' for the general case would be

0.75 ~ a'/o ~ 1

or

o.75 0 ~ a' ~ 0 •

The optimal choice for ex: would be

1.25 S (ex'- d)/0':;;i.75

or

1. 25 0 + d ~ ex' ~ 1. 750 + d •
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The: rr:et;bods in this :::riapter can be o..pplied in 0.. sim,ilw- man::'lcr ,,v

t:n-7- ~.\i;V J)8..C6IYleter me,del 1::1 which the two po..Y'wneters are known to b.:

ordel',;d . Without loss of genera.l ity, sa,Y lJ.
l
~ lJ.

2
' The Be.yr.;s i&.n

estimators for the two para~eters when a uniform prior is assumed are

given in (8"3.19). For the case of a sarrple cf size one from a

2
-bivariate normal distributic'I! with covariance matrix 0 I, and for the

i:;Xlx)nential prier defined in (4.2.2), the pe'sterlor would be as in

(4.2.3), -N"hlch is of the f'Jr.t!l of 8.3.3), and. so the Bayesian est:L"nators

wC1J.ld be

[2i1eJ [-:]
Y... + _202 Ie

+ o"h (5.6.1)~ -
J2

where

f( (Y2
? -

- Yl - 20-/e)/0./2 )
A - ,...

F( (Y2 - Yl - 2rf"/e)/0j2')

As a measure analogous to mean square error for this vector-va.lued

estimat,or, the fol.lowing scalar expression will be used

MSE(~) - E(~ ~) I (~ _ ~)

which in t;his problem e.;.uals
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The first two terms are the variances of Yl and Y
2

, respectively. By

making the transformation

Y =1 2

u2 = Yl + Y2

more tractable expressions can be found for the remaining terms.

Thus,

") 2 SOO 2 1 Irr;- 42MSE (~e = 20 + _ 0:1 [-40 u l a + 20 ul A ",2 + 80 Ie

(5.6.2)
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In this case

2
- 20 /e)/(o .;2))

2
- 20 /8)/(0 $»)

After integrating with respect to u2 expression (5.6.2) is seen to

involve only one variable, ul = y2 - Yl . Note that the difference

between 1-L 2 and I-Ll completely specifies the mean square error.

Expression (5.6.2) can be evaluated using the same nmnerical

methods as were used for the one parameter case considered previously

in this chapter. The lower envelope for values of 1-L2 - I-Ll and

i = 1 was approximated in exactly the same manner as the univariate

case.(See Table 5.5, where ~ I-L = 1-L 2 - I-Ll ')

Section 2.3 discussed the restricted maximmn likelihood estimator

for (I-Ll' 1-L2 ) under the given conditions. The me~~ square error for

this estimator is given by
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Table 5.5 App rox irna t ion foe the lower envelope of the mean square
error for estimators of ordered parameters

==
e givi.ng the Mi.nimum e givi.ng the Mini_mum

6j.J. mi.nimam MSE MSE ~ mi.ni.mum MSE MSE

0.1 2.1 1.10346 4.1 34.4 1.87625
0.2 2.1 1.11865 4.2 37.3 1.88725
0.3 2.4 1.12878 4.3 40.3 1.89752
0.4 2.6 1.14301 4-.4 44.8 1.90707
0.5 2.7 1.15793 4.5 49.2 1. 91592
0.6 2.8 1.17420 4.6 55.9 1. 92411
0.7 3.0 1.19115 4.7 62.5 l. 93166
0.8 3.2 1..20917 4.8 69.2 ].93861
0.9 3.4 1.2,2811 4.9 75.9 1. 94497
1.0 3.6 1.24787 5.0 82.6 1.95080
1.1 3.8 1.26842 5.1 92.6 1. 95611
1.2 4.0 1.28972 5.2 102.6 1.96094
1.3 4.3 1.31166 5.3 117.6 1. 96533
1.4 4.6 1..33421 5.4 132.6 1.96930
1.5 4.9 1.36723 5.5 147.6 1. 97288
1.6 5.2 1.38063 5.6 170.2 1.97610
1.7 5.5 1.40435 5.7 192.7 1.97899
1.8 5.8 1.42832 5.8 215.2 1.98158
1.9 6.2 1.45243 5.9 249.0 1.98388
2.0 6.7 1.47659 6.0 282.8 1.98594
2.1 7.1 1.50071 6.1 316.6 1.98775
2.2 7.6 1.52469 6.2 367.3 1.98937
2.3 8.0 1.54848 6.3 418.0 1.99080
2.4 8.7 1.57196 6.4 468.6 1.99205
2.5 9.4 1.59509 6.5 544.7 1.99315
2.6 10.0 1.61778 6.6 620.7 1.99411
2.7 10.7 1.63997 6.7 734.7 1.99495
2.8 1l.4 1.66161 6.8 848.7 1.99568
2.9 12.4 1.6826] 6.9 1019.8 1.99632
3.0 13.4 1.70297 7.0 1190.9 1.99687
3.1 14.4 1.12263 7.1 1361.9 1.99734
3.2 15.9 1.74156 7.2 1618.5 1.99775
3.3 16.7 1."75973 7.3 18/S.1 1.99810
3.4 18.6 1. 77710 7.4 2259.9 1.99840
3.5 19.5 1. 79369 7.5 2644.8 1.99865
3.6 21.9 1.80946 7.6 3029.7 1.99887
3.7 24.3 1.82443 7.7 3607.0 1.99906
3.8 25.5 1.83858 -7.8 4472.9 1.99921
3.9 28.4 1.85193 7.9 5338.9 1.99935
4.0 31.4 1.86448 8.0 6204.8 1.99946

._-~
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1 S 00SY2 ( )2 2
+"2 _ 00 - =or y l- ~l + (y2 - ~2) ]

The first integral is ~ the sum of the variances of yl and y2. By

making the transformation ~ = ¥.. - ~, and then

[
_l lJ

y~ 11 ;'u

expression "(5.6.3) becomes

(5.6.4)

Here the functions f(x) and F(x) are the density and distribution

functions for the univariate normal distribution with mean zero and
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variance one. Tbus, the mean square error fOT the restricted maximum

likelihood estimator is a fQ~ction of (~2 - ~l) also.

The maximum regret for the maximum likelihood estimator calculated

for values of ~ ~ = ~2 - ~l given in Table 5·5 was found to be

0.420623. This compares favorably to the maximum regret of 0.835614

found for the Bayesian estimator using a Q~iform prior.

To determine if these maximum regrets could be decreased even

more, the process of joining Bayesian estimators (for exponential

priors) with maximum likelihood estimators was examined for this case.

Following the procedure outlined in Section 5.4, an attempt was

made to find the optimal value of e on each of several intervals.

This was done for the case of 02 = 1 and the ordering ~2 ~ ~l. (The

values of e and ~ ~ that were used are given in Table 5.6.)

The mean square error for these combined estimators can be

written as in (5.4.1) for the exhaustive sets I.,
~

i = 1, 2, ... ,
,.

MSE(~)
A

~) '(~i (l.,e) - ~) P(l)dyldy2

+fII
q+l

,. ,.
(~L - ~)/(~L - ~) P(;L)dyldy2 .

Here the functions ~.(l.,e) are the Bayesian estimators from exponential
~

priors, and ~L is the restricted maximum likelihood estimator. Since

the interval I q+l will be required to be in the feasible parameter

space, ~ is the tmrestricted maximum likelihood estimator, !.,!:..,

~L = l.. The term (l. - ~)/(l. - ~) is found to occur in every one

of the q+l integrands in (5.6.5). (See the derivation of(5.6.2.))

Thus, (5.6.5) can be expressed as
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Values of the parameters e and ~ and the intervals
used in the stepwise optimizing process for two ordered
parametersa

Value~ of
e used

2.0

2'.5

3.0

4.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

75.0

100.0

125.0

150.0

200.0

250.0

Values of
llj..- used

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

Intervals
considered (yZ Yl )

[00 , 0.00)

[0.00, 0.25)

[0.25,0.50)

[0.50, 0.75)

[ 0 •75, 1.00)

[1.00, 1.25)

[1.25, 1.50)

[ 1. 50 , 1. 75)

[ 1. 75, 2. 00)

[2.00, 2.25)

[2.25, 2.50)

[ 2 • 50 , 2 • 75)

[ 2 •75 , 3.00)

(3.00. 3.25)

[3.25, 3.50)

[3.50, 3.75)

[3.75, 4.00)

, (44 00, 4.25)

[4.25, 4.50)

[4.50, 4.75)

[4.75, 5.00)

Optimal value of
e on each interval

4.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

10.0

10.0

5.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

aSee the text for an explanation of columns one and two
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,.
MSE(~)

2 q 2
== 20 + t SSI [-40 u./e. + 20 U;Ai / J2. 1· ~ ~ •

~== ~

f( (ul - 2i/ei)/(o J2»)
Ai == -------=-------

F((Ul - 2i/ei )/(0 J2))
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The variable ~ is Y2 - Yl , so the intervals Ii are found by dividing

the (Yl , Y2 )-Plane into disjoint sets based on the values of Y2 - Yl •

(The intervals used for this example are also given in Table 5.6.)

The stepwise optimizing procedure described in Section 5.4 was

utilized to gain same idea of a proper function to use for a in

minimizing maximum regret. The values of e for each interval which

optimized the minimax regret by this procedure are listed in Table

5.6. Using the Bayesian estimator corresponding to the listed e on

the appropriate interval and the maximum likelihood estimator for a~

observation in which Y2 - Yl ~ 5·0 yielded an estimator whose maximum

regret was 0.316849. (Figure 5.3 gives a plotting of the mean square

error for this estimator.)

To determine if the stepwise optimizing algorithm could be

improved upon, the maximum regret was found for several other comb ina-

tions of the a's for the various intervals. The Bayesian estimator
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for the exponential prior with one of the values of a listed was used

on the following intervals when

y - Y e [-~ 0)2 1

~2 - Yl e [0.0, 0.25)

and when

e = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0;

e = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0;

e = 2.0, 2.5, 3·0;

8 = 2·5, 3.0, 4.0;

8 = 2.5, 3·0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0;

e = 10.0

For the interval Y € [5.0,00) the maximum likelihood estimator was

the assigned estimator. The maximum regret was evaluated for the com-

bined estimators found by using all possible combinations of the

candidate estimators listed for the various intervals. The same

values of 8, as in rable 5.6, were found to be optimal by this

procedure. Of the other combinations tested, it was found that

replacing the optimal e in the interval (Y2 - Yl ) € [0.0, 0.25) by

e = 3.0, gave a maximum regret of 0.316861. Thus, the optimal choice

of e must decrease from approximately 4.0 at y = 0.0 to a value of e
near 2.5 at y e 0.50. In the vicinity of y = 1.0, the value of e must

begin increasing to a value which yields an estimator that differs

from the maximum likelihood estimator by a negligible amount.
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From (5.6.2) it can be se0~ that the mean square error of ~a is

a function

~(L~I 1Jo, a, a)

of 6lJ., e and a, such that

say; which allows the ccmputation of mean square errors cf es tinators

in the more general case with arbitrary (but known) 0
2 from the above

discussed special 'case with 0
2

= 1. Thus, as in Section 5.5, if a'
is the optimal choice for e when Y2 - Yl is in the interval (~, a2 ]

and when 0
2 is equal to one, then as' would be the optimal choice on

the interval [a ~, a a2 ] when 0
2 is not equal to one. Likewise, if

2a(Y2 - Yl ) is an· optimal continuous function when 0 equals one,

ae((Y2 - Yl)/O) would be the optimal continuous function to use for

S when 0
2 is not equal to one. Therefore, any results found for the

case in which the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, could be

2made to apply to the case where the covariance matrix is a I.

5.7 Estimators for m Ordered Parameters

Suppose that instead of estimating the mean vector for a bivariate

normal distribution, a modeler needed to estimate the mean vector for

a multivariate normal distribution where the components were known to

satisfY a certain order. This modeler could construct estimators of

the type illustrated in this chapter, but his problem would be con-

s iderably more complex tha.'"l the cases dealt with thus far.
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Consider, for example, the ca3e when m is equal to 3 and t.he

. t·· 21covar~ance ma r~x ~s 0 . Ass~~ing an exponential prior of the form

given in (4.2.2), the posterior would be as in (4.2.3), and the

Bayesian estimator of ~ would follow upon substitution of ~ - C/~ for

~ in (8.3.17). (The estimator for this example is given by expressions

The mean square error for this case is

2
exp(-(~ - ~)/(~ - ~)/20 )~

Note that

E (~ - ~) I (~ _ ~)

2
is the sum of the variances of yl' y2' and y3 and would equal 30 .

Making the transformation

A

for i = 1, 2, 3, MSE(~e) becomes



2__ * * 2 * *+ (C'.a + an'! Ip )'(c'.a + an'! Ip )J

with

0

~2 - ~1

\) =

~3 - ~1

-It-

* 2 b1 * 00 , V1 )2TT 02
exp( -b /40 )F(- - b2 '1 2 j2

* *1 = * 2 b2 *
2

exp(-b2 140 )F(T - b1 ' 00 , V2)2TT a

J2

and

L
o

P* == F(b * b * )( )+3/2IQI~l' 2,~,Q 2TT

* *substituting for the Yi in (8.3.20) b1 and b 2 are found to be
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Thus, the expression is a funation of 02 , 81 , 8
2

, and differences in

the elements of ~, ~.~.,

The lower envelope for the mean square error would be a function

of the differences in the means also. However, approximating the

minimum value of (5.7.2) for fixed values of the elements in (5.7.3)

would require searching over the possible values of both 81 and 8
2

,

The search method used for the univariate and bivariate cases would

not be applicable in this situation.

Based on the results obtained in the univariate and bivariate

cases discussed earlier in this chapter, it would seem likely that

functions of the observations could be constructed to use for the

parameters 81 and 82 which would give a reduction in maximum regret

in this case. The domain of the observations could be divided into a

grid based on values of Y2 - Yl and Y
3

- Y
2

' The form of the func

tions optimal for 81 and 82 in each set formed by the grid and for

several values for the elements of (5.7.3). Again, it would be

necessary to find an appropriate multidimensional numerical integra-

tion algorithm for evaluating the integral on the various elements

of the grid. Thus, the task of finding improved estimators would be

considerably more involved than was the case in the univariate and

bivariate situations.
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6. SUMMARY

Quite often a modeler knows that the true values of the parameters

in his model could not possibly be contained in certain sets of the

parameter space. This paper has examined such a situation for a linear

model whose errors are distributed normally with a known covariance

matrix.. Attention was restricted to the case where the moderler knows

linear inequalities which define the feasible parameter space. Three

alternative estimation techniques were presented which took into

account these restrictions on the parameter space.

The literature contains many treatises on maximizing the likeli

hood function with restrictions of this sort. Maximizing the normal

likelihood function is equivalent to minimizing a quadratic function,

and the algorithms of quadratic programming give solutions to the

problems of minimizing a quadratic function. Special, simplified

algorithms exist for certain design matrices and for the cases when

the restrictions are orderings of the parameters. Estimates in these

cases are called the isotonic regression with respect to the ordering.

The restricted maximum likelihood estimators were shown to have

same desirable properties. They possess a type of consistency and

give a smaller mean square error than the unrestricted estimators in

same cases. A property of these estimators which is unappealing is

that all of the unrestricted estimates which violate the restrictions

will be mapped to a boundary of the feasible parameter space. The

consequences of this property is that many unrestricted estimates which

are quite different are mapped to the same point on the boundary of

the feasible parameter space by these restricted maximum likelihood
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procedures, so that they pile up on the boundary. It is hard to

believe that the true parameter values are so often right on the

boundary.

Bayesian estimators are used frequently in situations where the

modeler knows that some subsets of the parameter space are more likely

to contain the true value of the parameters than are other sUbsets.

However, there have been few publications which deal with assigning a

zero prior probability to portions of the sample space. For this

reason, Chapter 3 dealt with the basic properties of Bayesian estima

tion on restricted parameter spaces.

The mean of the posterior distribution is the Bayesian estimator

most commonly used. In Chapter 3, it was shown that this Bayesian

estimator would not take on some values of the feasible parameter

space unless the posterior distribution became degenerate at the

boundary for some set of Observations. These Bayesian estimators,

too, are unappealing. Other measures of the central tendency of the

posterior distribution did not seem to yield viable alternatives for

estimation on the restricted parameter space.

Several different types of priors were illustrated which would

yield a truncated normal posterior for the case of normal likelihood

function. The truncated normal posterior was shown to degenerate at

the boundary for same observatinns in the univariate and bivariate

case. Thus, the mean of these truncated normal posteriors could give

estimates in every point of the feasible parameter space.

The expression for the expectation of the truncated multivariate

normal posteriors was found to include multivariate normal distribution
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functions. These distribution functions are analytically tractable

only for special cases and these special cases do not necessarily

coincide with the common situations.

The problem of estimating the mean of a univariate distribution

was examined in detail to determine if some of the Bayesian e~timators

.
proposed would give a uniformly smaller mean square error than was

found for the restricted maximum likelihood estimator. No such

estimator was found, but many of the Bayesian estimators would give a

smaller mean square error over a portion of the parameter space.

The third estimator examined consisted of a Bayesian estbnator

over a portion of the sample space and the maximum likelihood

estimator over the remainder~ It was hoped that this would take

advantage of smaller mean square errors found for Bayesian estimators

near the boundary, without incurring the larger mean square errors

that the Bayesian estimators had away from the boundary. As a measure

of how well one was doing in reconciling these two goals, the regret

function was-introduced, and the criterion of goodness chosen was

minimax regret. See Section 5.2. For the case in which the variance

of the underlying density is one, an optimal est:iJr!.ator of this type.

was found to be one in which the mean of the posterior found from an

exponential prior with e equal to 0.875 is used for an observation

less than 1.5 and the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimator is

used for an observation greater than 1.5. This estimator had a maxi-

mum regret of 0.47991 which shows a decrease fran the maximum regret

of 0.58386 found for the restricted maximum likelihood estimator.
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Next, a procedure was propcsed in which a different estimator

would be used· on several preassigned intervals in the sample space.

Using a stepwise procedure for opttmizing the choIce'of estimators,

an estimatlon procedure was found which would reduce the maximum regret

to 0.304207. These results indicate that same continuous functions

of the observations could be used for .the parameter a in the Bayesian

estimator and should lead to an estimator giving smaller maximum

. regret. Based on the limited information obtained here, some linear

functions to use for e were examined; the best gave a maximum regret

of·0.361671.

The examined' choices of functions for e were good for a univariate

normal density with variance one, whose mean was greater than zero.

In Section 5.5, a method was shown for choosing the optimal function

of the. observations .for e for other variance values, for other feasi

ble parameter spa~es, or for other sample sizes.

Section 5.6 showed that in the problem of estimating two .ordered

parameters maximum regret could again be reduced in the same manner

given for the univariate case. This procedure was still found to be

relatively simple since the mean square errors of the Bayesian and

maximum likelihood estimators are a function of the difference in the

ordered parameters. However, extending these algorithms to more than

two parameterS, with a simple ordering, was shown to be a problem of

much greater magnitude. For these cas~s the mean square error of the

estimators became functions. with arguments of higher dimensionality.

The pedestrian techniques of a:nalysi~ used ·for. th~. one-dimensional

case were found to be no longer adequate.•
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This study has shown that point estimators can be constructed

which use to a greater extent more precise information regarding the

parameter space. The criterion minimizing maximum regret is particu

larly applicable in the situation in which it· is difficult to specify

a particular prior distribution for the parameter. However, optimizing

this criterion function was found to be most difficult and computer

costs were excessive even for the crudest of approximations. This

author would suggest that those interested in extending this method

give top priority to the development of algorithms for finding the

parameter a as a function or the Observations which would give the

optimum for this criterion. A better optimizing algorithm would make

for a much simpler task of extending this technique to the case of m

ordered parameters.

This study did not exhaust the Bayesian alternatives for estima

tion on restricted parameter spaces. This area of study has been

virtually untapped thus far. The mode of the posterior was examined

only for the uniform prior. Under a more intensive study of other

priors the mode of the posterior might be found to yield estimators

with more desirable properties than the estimators presented here.
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8.1 Theorems and Proofs

In this appendix conventional mathematical and statistical

symbolism and the terminology of Section 1.2 will be used without

further explanation.

Theorem 1

Suppose the matrix D is positive definite and one wishes to

minimize the function F(~) = x'Dx where x is restricted to an

arbitrary, closed set B

B , then

is not inIf the basic estimate
~

among all the boundary points of

B •

Fminimizesx-sand if

x is a minimal feasible solution.-s

Proof

Since D is positive definite, F(x) is a strictly convex

function on R
n

(cf. ~.K., Kunzi et al., 1966, p. 38). Therefore for

any ~r; ~

for 0 < A < 1. Since F(~) is the global minimum of F(~) ,

F(xO) < F(~r) , and then

If ~r is an interior point of B, choose A so that (A~r + (l-A)~)

lies on the boundary of B Then for any point, x ,in B not on
-r

the boundary of B, there exists a point on the boundary, ~,such
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that F(~r) > F(~b) • Therefore, the ~ e B which minimizes F(~)

is a boundary point x which minimizes F(~) for all the boundary-s

points.

Theorem 2

A non-degenerate probability distribution with support within a

half closed half line (closed interval) has a mean bounded away from

the finite end point(s) of that half line (interval), 1.~.J

1) F~) is a distributi.on function with support

1
(-00,00) where B :f r V

1BcDcR = r e R

and D = [s,+oo) for Some s E: R1 or

D = (-oo,t] for some t e R1 or D = [s, t] .
Without loss of generality take D = [s,+oo) .

2) '" == J JfdF4J.) , = JIf'dF~) ~ ~ e > 0 3 ~ ~ s + e~ .
Proof

Note that, by the definition of D ,

Lim F(s-~) = F(s-O) = 0 •
~ > 0
6, ... 0

Then V 6 > 0 )
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= s + 5[1 - F(s+5)] = s + 5h(5), say.

Now, ~ 6 > 0 3 h(6) > 0 (otherwise F(s+5) = 1 V 5 > 0

=F(s) = F(s+O) = 1 =dF(s) = F(s) - F(s-O) = 1 =s = B , a con-

tradiction of the first statement in the theorem). Choose such a

5 > O. Then

where

e == 5h(5) > 0 •

Theorem 3

A non-degenerate probability distribution function, F (u) , onn-

Rn . th t· th· b t Dn , of Rn closedw~ suppor w~ ~n a convex proper su se ,

with respect to boundary points with finite coordinates has a mean

bounded away from every boundary point, ~, of DR with finite

coordinates, .!..!.,

is a distribution function'with support1)

where n n
B ; (~: £/~ = d V £ e R ,

2)

3)

1
d I R } ,

~ == J udF(~) = J udF(~) , and
Brr- D11""'"

s is a finite boundary point of Dn with finite

'"coordinates = ~ is bounded away from ~.
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Proof

Let .£'g = s .£ e R
n

, c'c = 1 ,
1s e R be a supporting.

hyperplane of Dn containing ~. Without loss of generality assume

(8.1.1)

Consider a random variable, say,

Define a scalar random variable

Then,

(8.1.2)

Moreover, it is clear that U"", F4J,) where F satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 2. Thus by Theorem 2, ~ e > 0 such that

Define C
n X n'

"IJ. ~ s + e •

orthonormal, with first row equal to c' .

(8.1.3)

Then, the

squared distance between g and s is seen to satisfy··

= (C~-C~)' (C~-C~)
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(l.~., the squared length of a vector is not less than the square of

the first coordinate)

2= ~-s)

(by (8.1.2) and the fact that s is in the hyperp1ace £/~ = s) •

Therefore

(by (8.1.3», l.~., ~ is not closer than 2
e > 0 to s, an

arbitrary boundary point of nn with finite coordinates. Thus, ~

is not closer than

coordinates.

2
e > 0 to any boundary point of nn with finite
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x f(x)/F(x) x f(x)/F(x) x f(x)/F(x)

-10.0 10.0980930 ~6.0 6.1584826 -2.0 2.3732147
.. 9.9 9.9990463 -5.9 6.0609159 -1.9 2.2849464
- 9.8 9.9000187 -5.8 5.9634228 -1.8 2.1973124
- 9.7 9.8010092 -5.7 5.8660049 -1.7 2.1103573
- 9.6 9.7020197 -5.6 5.7686663 -1.6 2.0241289
- 9.5 9.6030493 -5.5 5.6714095 -1.5 1.9386768
- 9.4 9.5041008 -5.4 5.5742397 -1.4 1.8540564
- 9.3 9.4051723 -5.3 5.4771595 -1.3 1. 7703276
- 9.2 9.3062668 -5.2 5.380173 7 -1.2 1.6875515
- 9.1 9.2073832 -5.1 5.2832870 -1.1 1.6057968
- 9.0 9.1085224 -5.0 5.1865034 -1.0 1.5251350
- 8.9 9.0096865 -4.9 5.0898285 -0.9 1.4456425
- 8.8 8.9108744 -4.8 4.9932661 -0.8 1.3674021
- 8.7 8.8120880 -4.7 4.8968239 -0.7 1.2904987
- 8.6 8.7133284 -4.6 4.8005056 -0.6 1.2150249
- 8.5 8.6145945 -4.5 4.7043190 -0.5 1.1410770
- 8.4 8.5158901 -4.4 4.6082706 -0.4 1.0687561
- 8.3 8.4172134 -4.3 4.5123672 -0.3 0.9981660
- 8.2 8.3185673 -4.2 4.4166174 -0.2 0.9294158
- 8.1 8.2199516 -4.1 4.3210268 -0.1 0.8626174
.. 8.0 8.1213675 -4.0 4.2256069 0.0 0.79788a5
- 7.9 8.0228167 -3.9 4.1303644 0.1 0.7353317
- 7.8 7.9243002 -3.8 4.0353117 0.2 0.6750731
- 7.7 7.8258181 -3.7 3.9404573 0.3 0.6172208
- 7.6 7.7273"731 -3.6 3.8458128 0.4 0.5618827
- 7.5 7.6289663 -3.5 3.7513905 0.5 0.5091604
- 7.4 7.5305977 -3.4 3.6572037 0.6 0.4591471
-.7.3 7.4322701 -3.3 3.5632658 0.7 0.4119247
- 7.2 7.3339844 -3.2 3.4695911 0.8 0.3675614
- 7.1 7.2357426 -3.1 3.3761969 0.9 0.3261089
- 7.0 7.1376456 -3.0 3.2830982 1.0 0.2875999
- 6.9 7.0393953 -2.9 3.1903143 1.1 0.2520463
- 6.8 6.9412937 -2.8 3.0978661 1.2 0.2194365
- 6.7 6.8432426 -2.7 3.0057716 1.3 0.1897350
- 6.6 6.7452450 -2.6 2.9140568 1.4 0.1628812
- 6.5 6.6473007 -2.5 2.8227444 1.5 0.1387897
.. 6.4 6.5494137 -2.4 2.7318611 1.6 0.1173516
- 6.3 6.4515858 -2.3 2.6414347 1.7 0.0984359
- 6.2 6.3538198 -2.2 2.5514956 1,8 0.0818925
- 6.1 6.2561178 -2.1 2.4520771 1.9 0.0675557
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x f(x)jF(x) x f(x)jF(x) x f(x)/F(x)

2.0 0.0552479 3.1 0.0032700 4.1 0.0000893
2.1 0.0447836 3.2 0.0023857 4.2 0.0000589
2.2 0.0359748 3.3 0.0017234 4.3 0.0000385
2.3 0.0286341 3.4 0.0012326 4.4 0.0000249
2.4 0.0225796 3.5 0.0008729 4.5 0.0000160
2.5 0.0176378 3.6 0.0006120 4.6 0.Oao0064
2.6 0.0136466 3.7 0.0004248 4.7 0.0000040
2.7 0.0104572 3.8 0.0002920 4.8 0.0000024
2.8 0.0079357 3.9 0.0001987 4.9 0.0000015
2.9 0.0059637 4.0 0.0001338 5.0 0.0000009
3.0 0.0044378
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8.3 The Mean of a Truncated Multivariate Normal Posterior Distribution

Consider the situation in which the posterior distribution has

the following form:

= exp(-(y-~)/V(y-Xa)/2)

JAexp(-(y-~)/V(y-X~)/2)d~
(8.3.1)

on the convex set

A = (a: ca ~ ~J

and

p(~I.:l) = 0

elsewhere. The mean of this posterior would be

(8.3.2)

Evaluating (8.3.2) is no easy task in the multivariate case.

Finding the normalizing constant of the probability density (th~

denominator of (8.3.1» requires evaluating a multivariate normal

probability integral. Kendall and Stuart (1969), pages 350-353,

Curnow and Dunnett (1962), Gupta (1963), and Dutt (1973), to mention a

few, have given solutions to this integral for special cases of the

region of ,integration. Abramowitz and Stegun (1964), pages 956-957,

give techniques which can be adapted to evaluating a bivariate

normal probability integral on a convex set. Milton (1972)

illustrated the use of multidimensional Simpson quadrature to

evaluate multivariate normal probability integrals such as these.
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For the cases considered by these authors their techniques provlde

relatively inexpensive methods of evaluating such integrals on

computers. However, the technique which handles the more general

situation, Simpson quadrature, becomes quite expensive as the

dimensionality increases.

For many practical problems, the numerator of expression (8.3.2)

(after substitution qf (8.3.1) into (8.3.2» can also be reduced to

evaluating a multivariate normal probabi.lity integraL This occurs

when (8.3.2) reduces to finding the mean of a posterior distribution

(8.3.3)

E Ct!..) =

with V positive definite, on the set

and p~I~) = 0 elsewhere. Later in this section, the Bayesian

estimator for a simple ordering of the mean parameters will be

derived by making such a transformation. This example should aid

the reader in formulating other problems of this sort so that the

reduction which follows can be utilized.

The mean of (8.3.3) would be

e e
2

e
lSm ... J S ~ exp(-(~_~)IV(~ - ~)/2)~

am a Z a l

Making the transformation ~ = ~ - ~ , the mean can then be written
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E(b!..) = 1. -

y -a Y2- a 2 Yl-a 1J m m ••• J J z exp(-z'Vz/2)dz
y -e y -e y -e - - - -

m m 2 2 1 1
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= 1. - D(~)/P , say. (8.3.4)

Following a method used by Birnbaum and Myer (1953), D(~) can be

simplified to an expression involving only normal probability

integrals.

By expressing the quadratic form as a sum, the elements of

D(~) can be expressed in the Same manner as the following expression

m m
+ L: L:

i=2 j=2
v .. z.z.)/21dz •

1.J 1. J -

then

m m
+ L: L: v .. z.z.)/2]dz2dz3i=2 j=2 1.J 1. J

dz
m
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Integrating by parts gives

Here
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m m m

Thus,

or

exp(-(2z
I

I:: VI oZ. + I:: I:: vI.z.z .)/2) ]
j=2 J J i=2 j=2 J ~ J

(8.3.5)

where ~I is the first row of V.
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Repeating this process for the i
th

element of D(~) , one finds

that

v.E(z)
-~ -

where

2
-(y.-e.) v .. /2

~ 1 1.1
= S.(y.-e.)e

111

2
-(y.-a.) v . . /21 1 11

S . (y. -a .)e
111

(8.3.6)

m m m
~ v .. Z. + ~ ~ vkJ' Z kZ J' ) 12)

j=l 1J J k=l j=l
j'&i k,&i j,&i

dZ
l

••• dz. 1 dz. 1 ••• dz
1- 1+ m

(8.3.7)

The vector v. would be the i
th

row of V. Thus, from (8.3.5) and
-1

(8.3.6) it can be seen that

VD(~) = 1

where the i
th

element of 1 would be

(8.3.8)

2
-(y.-e.) V,./2

1 1 11
1. = s. (y . -e .) e

1 111

2
- (y . -e.) v .. 12

1 1 11
S. (y .-ai)e

1 1

11 h . V . h h .th dId 1 dCa t e matr1x W1t t e ~-- rowan co umn e ete ,

d d h h 1 f h · th fan enote t e vector w ose e ements arm t e 1-- row a V with

the . th 1 deleted by (Note that V. would be positive1:- e ement Soi .
1

definite if V is positive definite.) Let z. be the vector of all
-1

the elements of Z with the exception of zi . Then



+ z!V.z.)/2)dz .•
-1. 1.-1. 1
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Completing the square, s. (x)
1.

can be expressed as

s. (x)
1.

y -a y -a y-a
( 2 I -1 )/ J m m .•• J i+1 i+1 J i-1 i-1 •••= exp x g.V. s- 2

~ 1. 1. Y -e Y·+1-e ·+1 y. 1-e . 1m m 1. 1. 1- 1.-

Making the transformation

-1
t = xV. n. + z. ,

1. ~1. -1

s.(x) becomes
1

. d
2 '-1 J m-1S.(x) = exp(x s.V. S./2)

1. 1. 1. 1. C 1m-

The vector c would be

d
1J exp(-t'V.t/2)dt.

c
1

- 1.- -

y- e
1 1

-1 Yi-1 - e
i

_
1

c = x(V. S.) +
1 1

Yi+1 - e i +1

. . .
y - e

m m
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and d would be

-1
d = x(V . .9".) +

~ ~

Yi+1 - a i +1

y - am m

Then

d

Jcm-1

m-1

exp(-t'V.t/2)dt ,- ~- - (8.3.9)

and the integral is a multivariate normal probability integral.

Thus, the elements of 1 consist of exponential functions,

known constants, and multivariate normal probability integrals. From

(8.3.8), it is easily seen that

(8.3.10)

and substituting this expression into (8.3.4) it can be seen that

-1
E<i.L) = :t. - V lip . (8.3.11)
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So, for posterior distributions of the form of (8.3.3), finding the

Bayesian estimates for an observation y consists of evaluating

multivari.ate normal probability integrals.

In the univariate case, the function Sl(zi) would have the

value one for all values of

scalar and would equal

Then in (8.3.10), 1 would be a

2 ?
1 = exp[-(y-e) v11/2] - exp[-(y-a)~vl1/2] •

The covariance matrix
-1

V would be the scalar
2a ,so

and from (8.3.4) and (8.3.11)

E4J.) - Y -

= y

222 ,22
a exp[-(y-e) 1(2(] )] - exp[-\y-a) 1(2a )J

S
y-a 2 2

exp[-z 1(2a )]dz
y-e

22222
a exp[-(y-e) IJl2q )] - exp[-(y-a) 1(2(] )J
~ a[F«y-a)la) - F«y-e)la)]

(8.3.12)

where F(x) is the distribution func tion for a normally distributed

random variable with mean zero and variance one. Then for e = co,

Equation (8.3.12) becomes

E 4J.) = y + a f «y-a) la) IF «y-a) la) (8.3.13)

where f(x) is the normal density function with mean zero and

variance one. Notice that expression (8.3.13) is identical to

Cramer's resu1t~quoted in (4.1.2).
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For the next example, consider the posterior given in (8.3.3),

but with support, A, defined as

~ IJ. } ,m
(8.3.14)

l.~., a simple ordering of the lJ.i. The mean of this posterior would

be

J
OO JlJ.m-l ••• ,.IJ.3 JLz ~ exp(-(v""t.L), V(y1J;..)/2)dut..

O-_-...::co:=;.=;..~--"oo=-__"....;J,----.;:;OO,;:;..-J_---..::;00""-- - _
E~) =--

J00 SIJ. m-l f 3 SIJ. 2 ,
-00 -co ••• J- co -00 exp(-(y-l!.) V(y"1!)/2)dut..

Make the one-to-one transformation z = H(y -~) , where

-1 1 0

o -1 1

o 0 -1
H = ...

o

o

o

o

o

o

or equivalently

o

o

o

o

o

o

-1 1

o -1

= Yi+1 - Yi - IJ. i +I + IJ. i ' i = 1, ••• , m-I

(8.3.15)

Now the region of integration in terms of the IJ.-coordinates is defined

by the inequalities



(-00< ~l

_(,0 < J.Li+1

J.L < +00m

i :: 1, ••• , m-1
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which entail the following inequalities in terms of the z-coordinates:

[

-00< zi < Yi+1 - Yi '

-oo<z <+00.m

i = 1, ••• , m-1

(8.3.16)

On the other hand, for any set of z-va1ues satisfying the second

set of inequalities one can find a set of J.L-va1ues, according to

equations (8.3.15), which satisfy the first set of inequalities. In

fact, solving (8.3.15) one finds

t~m
= Ym + z

m

J.Li = Yi
+ z1+1 + z. (i = 1, ... , m-l) .

~

Therefore

implies

z < +00 implies J.L < +00 and z < Y - Ym m m-l m m-1

= Y 1 + z + z 1 < Y 1 + z + Y - Ym- 1m- m m- m- m m

and so on for the indices i < m-1. This proves that the region of

integration in terms of the z-coordinates is given by the

inequalities (8.3.16).
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Thus

b b b

SCX) Sm-l ••• S 2 S 1 H-l:~ 8Xp(-(Z 'H- I 'VH- I z)/2)dz
E~) :: :t.. - - CX) - CX) b - CX) ~ CX) b------·.------------

SCX) Sm-I ••• J 2. S I exp(-(z'H- I 'VH- I z)/2)dz
"CX) -CX) -co -CX) - --

where b. = Y.+I - y .• Let
1. 1. 1.

Notice that Q is p03 iti"Je definite since -1
H is non-singular and

V is positive definite. The matrix Q is symmetric since V is

symmetric. Thus,

bH-lS CX) J m-I
- CX) - CX)

b

JCX) J m-l
- CX) - CX)

(8.3.17)

by applying the argument which derives (8.3.11) from (8.3.4).

The term D(~) in (8.3.17) is similar to the term D(z) in

(y - a ) , - CX) form m

for

i = 1., 2, ••• , m ,and Q

(8.3.4).

CX) for

By substituting b.
1. (Yi

(y. - e.) ,
1. 1.

a.) ,
1.

i = 1, 2 , ••• , m.. l

for V in the derivation of (8.3.10); (8.3.17) can be expressed in

termS of multivariate normal integrals and other functions more

easily evaluated. An example will now be given to show how this can

be accomplished in case m = 2 •
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CooHider the p08turior

for ~€A, (8.3.18)

= 0 elsewhere

where the set A is as follows:

Then

-1 1
H = [ 0 -1) ,

-1 -1 -1JH. = [0 -1

and

[1 1 -2
Q = 210' .1

Notice that

b = (Y2-Y1)
-2 -2 -1 2

1 , ql1 =0' .9.1 =0' Q
1

= a /2 ,

and

-1 2IQ1 I "" a /2 •

For this example, the appropriate substitutions in (8.3.8) would be to

(y
2
-a

2
) to co,

for 8 1(Y2- Y1) and

set (y
1
-e

1
) and (y2-e2) equal to - co ,

(y1-a1) equal to (Y2-Yl) • Then solving

S2(co) in (8.3.9), one finds that

and
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1 =

o

Then substituting for 1 in (8.3.17) gives

-1
E<tL) = :t.. + [ 1J

Now

Thus

(8.3.19)

Now consider an example in which a random sample of size one is

t k f h f I 1 · h h' th l' ha en rom eac 0 tlree popu at~ons, were t e ~-- popu at~on as

no rma1 dens i ty wi th mean IJ. i
2

(i = 1, 2, 3) and known variance a •

Suppose the parameters IJ. i are unknown, but are known to satisfy

the ordering

The set in ~-space defined by this ordering will again be called A •

The Bayesian estimators for the IJ.. from an exponential prior of the
~

form (4.2.2) can be deri.ved by finding the expected value of a

posterior distribution of the fo11c.wing form:
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fr, r ~. e A

be

~l 0 - lie 1
.., i

1. -) and r.:' e :. + lie 1 - 1/e 2\..

0 1. 1/e2

in (8.3.3) is replaced hy th~ ve~tGr The 2upporl of

the pc,~teri.l'~c is c,f t.he fLj~ (8.'3.i:.4), So the ap~ropriate Bayesian

b, ~ are fCJur..d by ~Ub3t.LtHt.ing the
1.

80 that

'J .)

~. v ~ Y, I - :!a - ! 12; ., + a'" / e I. 3 • !

(8.3.20)

.) '?
a-/8 1 + a-/e 2)

')

Y3 - a-,'lj '.
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The matrix Q is

-2
Q = a

-1

-1

-1

o

-1

-1

o

o

-1

-1

o

o

-1

-1

o

-1

-1

-1

= r:
1

1

2

2

~
I -2

2 i a
I

3J
The expression for P would then be

The function given for P is sometimes denoted in a way similar to

the univariate normal distribution function (cf. Birnbaum and Meyer

(1953». Adopting this notation

2 2y3 - Y2 - 2a / e2 + a / e1 ,co , Q) •

Evaluating the numerator of (8.3.17) a substitution should be

made into (8.3.10) as was outlined in the paragraph prior to (8.3.18),

.i.~., Yi - a i = bi (i = 1, 2), Y3 - a3 =co, Yi - e i = -co

(i = 1, 2, 3) • Then the above mentioned Q will correspond to V

in (8.3.8) and so the vector 1 given there would have values
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(8.3.21)

o

Recall that in expression (8.3.9)

row and column deleted, and s.
~

element deler.ed. Then

V. is the matrix V with the f
th

~

is the i
th row of V with the f

th

2 2 -2
VI = [2 3]a , = [1 1]-2

V2 1 3 a ,
2

= [3 -2] 1a
-2 2 2

-1 . 3 1 la2
[ - J -V2 = -1 1 2

and substituting these into (8.3.9) it is found that

with

·2
[ 3 -21~ [1] -2 + [- co] = [-_ COCO] ,

£. = bl -2 2 2 1 a - co

and



Then the integral is a bivariate normal distribution function
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The function

with

2
b [ 3 -1] £.... [1,_-2 [-co]

.£.= 2-1 12 2'J'oJ + -co =

and

Then the integral is a bivariate normal distribution function and

Then in (8.3.20)

1 =

o
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Substituting :L - (] 2C 'i for :L, in (8.3.17) one finds

2 -1 -1
E (10k.) = :L - (] C '.a - H Q 1/p

(8.3.22)

Recall -1 2
V = (] I • Then, substituting the expressions found for

1 and P, one finds that

- l/e 1

2
E 4k.) = :L - (]

-,
-1 0 0

4
(]

1 -1 0

o 1 -1

o

(8.3.23)
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a.~ Truncated Normal P03terior3 Arising From l'nt::qual Samples F!"om

Suppose ni • i = 1, 2, ••• , m , independent observations are

made on each of m populations, and that each population has a

normal distribution with mean ~i and variance a~ ,known. Let the

.th b . f h .th l' b d d b d hJ-- 0 servat10n rom t e 1-- POPU at10n e enote Y Y
ij

an t en

the joint density of the X would be denoted by

2 2
(y .. -~.) 1(20.»

J.J 1 1

n.
J.

~

j=1

m-no
.l

exp( - ~

i=l
a.

1

m
: (\[2ir) - n II

i=1

where

m
n = ~ n

i
.

i=1

Assuming a uniform prior for ~ over a set A and setting the prior

equal to zero over the complement of A yields a posterior density

which is o c
on A and on A

n.
m J.

exp(- ~ ~ (Y .. "lJ. .)2/(2a~»
p4:.I1.) = -;;i_=;;,..1_j....=.,;;;;1__1_J__1 1 _

n.
m J. 2 2

fA exp(- ~ ~ (YiJ·"lJ.i) /(2ci)~
i=1 j=1

m
n

i 2
n

i 2 2
exp(- ~ [~ y ..-~. ~ Y..+n.~ . J/ (2a .»

i=l j=1 1.J 1 j=1 J.J l: J. J.
= -

m n. n
iJ. 2 2 2

SA exp(- ~ [ ~ Yi·-4J.· ~ yij+nJ!1 ]/(2a i »c\lr.
i=1 j=1 J J. j=1



m _ 2 2
exp(- L: (- ~.Y.~ .)n.!('2a

i
»

. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~
~== ------..;-....,;"------_._-----

m _ 2 2
f'A exp(- L: (- ~ .Y.~ .)n.!(2c i »<\!.
J. . 1 ~ ~ ~ ~

~=

Completing the square, the posterior is found 'to be

exp(-(i1.&)' D(Z-bl.)12)
p~I.l) = --------

SA exp(-(Z~)'D(i~)/2)<\!.
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(8.4.1)

Here D is a diagonal matri.x with elements Thus, (8.4.1)

The term

is a truncated normal posterior density.

If instead of a uniform prior, an exponential prior similar to

(4.2.2) is assumed, the posterior density is proportional to

Then following the precise steps given for (8.4.1) the posterior is

found to be

n. n.
m ~ 2 ~ 2 2

p(uJ.l) 0: exp(- I: [I: YiJ'-~i I: y .. +11.11 .J/O'.)
i=l j=l j=l ~J ~ ~ ~

+ I1
m
(l/6

m
_

1
- 116

m
») •

n
m i 2 2

exp(-( L: L: y . . /O'i)/2) would cancel with the same term
i=l j=l ~J

in the normalizing constant. Then the posterior would be
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- ... - 24J. (y -a I (n 9 )
m-l m-l m-l m-l m-1

- 2 2- 4J. m(y + a In e l»n fam m m m- m m

m 2 2
+ E n.1J. .la i J/2) •

i=l 1: 1.
(8.4.2)

Then defining the vector z

- 2 2
(Y2-a2/(n292) + a 2/(n2e1» ,

2
to have elements (Yl-al/(n191»'

etc., (the i
th

term will correspond to

the term with lJ.i in expression (8.4.2». ComplEting the square

the posterior is found to be

p~I.l) cr: exp[ -(~-b!i.)' D(~"J,)f21

where D is the diagonal matrix with elements This too is

of the form of (8.3.3) which is a truncated normal posterior. A

truncated normal prior could be handled similarly.


